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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Actions on the Web
Once upon a time, the web was primarily a medium for reading information, through
browsing and searching. Things change. In addition to being an information source, the
web is rapidly becoming a medium for performing the actions of everyday life that, in the
past, used to require one's physical presence. Now, we routinely buy and sell things, arrange
meetings, jobs and dates, even sign legal documents on the web. E-commerce itself depends
upon being able to perform actions like these.
But the web's interface has remained stuck in the interface paradigms we inherited
from information retrieval: following hyperlinks, scrolling, and using search engines. Web
browsers are oriented toward sequential presentation of pages of information. They have, of
course, been extended with the minimal tools required to perform actions, such as buttons,
pop-up menus, text fields, and so on. But actions are more than just sequential pages of
information, or even paths of hyperlinks.
Actions themselves are structured information. They are performed to accomplish goals.
Goals have sub-goals. The data in pages is set while accomplishing goals. Today, none
of that structure is explicitly represented in web browsers, but it is important for the
user. Users need help answering questions about the operation of the actions they perform:
"Where am I?", "What just happened?", "What do I need to do next?", "How did that
data item get there?", "Is it correct?", "If something went wrong, how can I figure out
where the problem is?", "How can I fix it?"
We are long past the point where these kinds of problems can be solved simply by
"good web site design" or "user-centered design and testing methodology" or any kind of
web standards. While these principles are indisputably important, and some web sites do
provide some help for their own local actions, and standardization of interfaces undoubtedly
would help, that's not the whole story. Increasingly, users are performing actions that
involve multiple web sites, particularly in the domain of e-commerce. An on-line purchase
may involve a merchant's web site, a payment service such as a credit card, and a shipper.
A financial transaction often involves different institutions at each end. A trip reservation
may involve airline, hotel and car rental web sites. The connections between these exist only
with the user - no individual web site can relate them all. Even worse, a user be performing
many simultaneous actions, and those actions may extend over long periods of time. It can
be overwhelming just to keep track of multiple actions, and the importance of retrieving,
compiling and managing all of this information only increases when something goes wrong.
1.1.1 Ongoing Actions
All of these difficulties consumers face in e-commerce are compounded when performing
multiple, ongoing actions. It's enough of a challenge for consumers to remember and manage
details related to one problem they're trying to resolve; it becomes even more frustrating to
try to manage the details associated with multiple processes and the problems that arise.
As consumers are increasingly required to interact with vendors through the structured
format of web pages, they would benefit from tools that can act as a guide in these interac-
tions. By keeping track of the user's information and making it available at relevant times
and locations, the inconvenience they face could be minimized
In some cases, an action may require many steps and be confusing. It can be tough for
the user to see the big picture of the overall action, especially when it takes multiple days
or is extended over multiple web sites. For example, new employees in an organization, or
any employee using a new internal web site must learn how to perform associated actions
such as setting up a corporate stock purchase plan, enrolling in training courses, and so on.
Actions like these may require some steps to be taken initially, then, after some processing
has been performed, some additional steps a few days later or on a different site. It would
be helpful to be able to see a visualization of the current status of actions like these to see
the steps that have been performed and the steps that still remain to be performed.
Increasingly, employees are interacting with different departments through a web-based
front end to submit a request and monitor its status. When something goes wrong, the
employee is left to call the number at the bottom of the web page and experiences the same
frustration with internal support that consumers face with customer service.
1.2 Problems in E-Commerce
"Your call is important to us
"Please enter your 15-digit card number, your PIN...
"If you're calling from a touch-tone phone, please press 6 for customer service now"
Electronic commerce is great - you log onto a web site, type in what you want to its
search engine, fill out a simple form, give your credit card number, and the shipper brings
you the stuff the next day. It's simple, painless, efficient, and effective.
Except when it doesn't work. People inevitably mistype numbers, misunderstand di-
rections, or just click on the wrong buttons. Vendors lose orders, or confuse names, and
computer systems crash. Then what?
More often than not, customers have to pick up the phone. And they often reach a
phone tree where they're forced to navigate through complex menus, a tedious process that
might or might not give the right choice of problem to be solved. It might give another
phone number to be dialed. It might ask for card numbers or transaction numbers that
aren't readily at hand, and have to be looked up offline. If someone in customer service
is successfully reached, that person (often a low-paid worker in a high-pressure call center)
may specify a tedious process to be performed. They may not be empowered to actually
understand or fix the problem themselves. Customers find themselves bounced endlessly
from one support person to another. All of us have had these kinds of experiences.
Customer service problems are incredibly frustrating. Not only do they cause frustration
about the immediate transaction, they also poison the relationship between customers and
vendors. Customers feel like they are being deflected, that they are not being listened to,
and that vendors do not care about their time or about their relationships. This casts a
pall over future interactions, in fact 80% of customers are less likely to buy online from a
vendor again after a dissatisfying experience with its customer service[14].
Nobody expects technology to be perfect, and people are tolerant of mistakes and occa-
sional failures, but what drives people crazy is when they get "stuck" - left with no recourse,
no obvious way to systematically go from having a problem to understanding what is causing
the problem and how to resolve it.
But it isn't all the fault of the vendors. The problem is difficult to fix simply though
vendors spending more money on call centers, since human time, even if low paid, is expen-
sive. Many businesses claim that, as soon as a customer picks up the phone to call about
a problem, they have already lost money on that customer's relationship.
This problem is now becoming a major obstacle to further adoption of e-commerce itself.
Many people who now choose brick-and-mortar shopping over e-commerce do so simply to
"have a face to talk to" in case of problems. Again, the impact of the problem-resolution
experience has a disproportionate effect on the trust relationship between a customer and
vendor, and nowhere is the trust issue more important than in electronic commerce.
1.2.1 Confirmation Pages
The web browser, originally designed for viewing and authoring documents, shows its limita-
tions most clearly with the confirmation page for an order. An online purchase is completed
with the appearance of a confirmation page or receipt. Users are told to "print this for your
records", though if they do then they lose the flexibility of having a digital copy. Even the
more careful users who save a copy of the page, when this is possible 1, are left with no easy
way to organize these receipts and have to create their own organizational systems.
1.3 Current Technologies for Problems in E-Commerce
A user goes onto the web to perform some goal, such as making a purchase. A purchase
involves browsing and adding items to the shopping cart, then checking out, which involves
providing shipping and payment information. Though the user thinks in terms of the overall
goal, the browser and its associated technologies are only focused on the actual pages the
user interacts with.
1.3.1 Tools for Managing User Data
At the very bottom level of a user's action are the details of a user's information, such as
his address or credit card number. This is the focus of form-filling browsers and simplified
often confirmation pages can't be reloaded, as saving a page requires in some browsers
authentication.
Form-Filling Browsers
Browsers provide some support for e-commerce by filling-in forms [13] [11]. This feature is
helpful for users in managing multiple accounts with different user names and passwords.
When the browser recognizes fields for addresses and credit-card information, it can also
enter these automatically.
Simplified Authentication
There is some work within the computer software industry to standardize the processes
of identification and authentication. Microsoft, with .NET Passport [12], and the Liberty
Alliance[36], with their software aim to provide a single sign-on allowing users to enter
personal information once and have it shared with the vendors they buy from automatically.
Although this will eliminate many errors that currently result from customers supplying
incorrect information, this still won't be effective for data that a user supplies for each
interaction, such as purchase quantities.
Simplified Transactions
Some vendors, such as Amazon with their One-Click shopping, are working to simplify
transactions. By minimizing the steps involved in making a purchase, techniques like One-
Click prevent incorrect data from being entered. This can create problems if a user's data
has changed, such as if the user's credit credit card has been updated, or the user has a
new address.
Although a user's personal data are details that they should have help in managing, it's
easy to see that these techniques work at a low level, and are quite fragile. For instance,
one of these tools might keep track of a credit card, or an address, but what if the user uses
multiple credit cards, or uses their addresses for work and home? It's clear that functionality
is required for managing multiple roles, and as part of this, there is a need to be able to
keep records of when data associated with these roles has been provided. This can be vital
for diagnosing problems that appear later, or just for updating the different sites when a
user's data changes, such as when the user moves.
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1.3.2 Tools for Recording E-Commerce Transactions
Other solutions, such as Tower's WebCapture[22] focus on recording a user's interaction with
a web site over the course of an e-commerce transaction. Although this is an important
feature, it is only the beginning of the story. Understanding the cause of a problem may
require understanding an entire process that spans multiple sites, or many pages on a single
site. Often, transaction information appears on pages that weren't part of the original
transaction, such as when the charge for a purchase appears on a credit-card transaction
history page. Simply recording the pages the user interacted with isn't enough to assemble
an integrated view of the transaction. For that, the system must be able to represent
and reason about the transactions themselves. In order to allow the user to interact with
high-level representations of transactions, it must assemble those representations itself.
1.4 Viewing E-Commerce Transaction Data at the Transac-
tion Level
The user thinks of all of the web site interactions as part of a single transaction primarily, not
separate interactions on disparate web sites. A system for diagnosing e-commerce problems
should therefore allow the user to manage these transactions at the level of the transaction,
not at the level of the individual sites involved. One possible solution exists in the idea of
audit trails for data on the web. When a users sees some data in a page that looks incorrect,
it would be helpful to be able to inspect the data and see an audit trail with the history of
how it was created.
1.4.1 Audit Trails
Audit trails originated in business to record the accesses and changes of a record, and are
also used it computer security to track intrusions into a system and changes that are made.
In the domain of e-commerce, web sites don't typically offer audit trails for the objects
they describe. For example, a shipper knows about the circumstances in which it received
and also delivered a package, but that's only a slice of the history of the ordered items. A
complete audit trail must provide an complete history of an object generated by integrating
the histories described by multiple sites.
Audit trails are invaluable in business for understanding the history of some object or
data item. Unfortunately, they are not currently available to users for the data they see in
web pages.
1.5 Debugging E-Commerce
Our solution is to provide users with an E-Commerce Debugging Tool that enable users
to diagnose and solve many simple problems themselves from their computers. The e-
commerce debugger is analogous to a programming language debugger used in software
development. It allows the user to systematically investigate the possible causes of an error
by examining processes and data at varying levels of detail until the problem is discovered.
Debugging is detective work. It requires generating hypotheses, and testing them by
a process of elimination. Of course, software debuggers are used by expert programmers
and have interfaces designed to be used by expert users. For an e-commerce debugger to
be effective, it must have a user interface designed for use by non-expert users, with simple
interfaces and ample explanation and visualization facilities. Of course we don't expect
end-users to understand and use a software debugger like programmers do. However, we do
believe that experienced computer users have enough understanding about cause-and-effect
relationships among entities they're familiar with to be able to use the tool we will present,
and they will effective diagnosing the problems they face.
Expert programmers are confident that no matter where a bug might be, systematic
investigation will almost always find the problem if a fine enough level of detail is examined.
That gives them confidence in using the technology. We intend to instill that level of
confidence in users who participate in e-commerce transactions. When the user sees some
data in a page that looks wrong, she is able to mark it as wrong and the tool guides her
through the process of isolating the problem further until a particular process or data is
found to be at fault. At that point the user receives a record of her process of diagnosis
that can be shared, with a customer service representative, for instance.
In the past, it would have been impossible to provide practical e-commerce debugging
tools because the raw material that such tools would need - information about transactions,
user identification, vendor specifications, payments, and so on, would exist only on paper.
With higher-level annotations of web pages enabled by the advent of the Semantic Web,
however, we expect that it will be practical to capture that information via web browsers,
and provide debugging facilities operating through the browsers.
1.5.1 Web Process Models
Web processes differ in an important way from software, however. While source code
describes the behavior of just software, web processes require describing the actions of users
and web sites. Models of a user's actions and the reactions of the web site must somehow
be provided. As we will see, the e-commerce debugger is agnostic about the source of these
process models. It supports customized models particular to a web site, or generic model
for an action, such as making a purchase, that is similar on multiple web sites. They may
be provided by the web site, vendor or even the user herself through training.
1.6 End-User Debugging
We actually see this work in the context of a broader goal of developing end-user debugging
tools for all sorts of computer interactions, not just for e-commerce transactions. Computer
users lose time and become frustrated in dealing with the intricacies of software installation,
system maintenance, and problem solving specific applications. Why can't the computer
itself know what it is doing and help us solve the problems we are having with it?
Why can't we ask a computer in any situation, "What are you doing right now?", "Why
are you doing that?", "What does this error message mean?", and other questions that you
might reasonably ask a knowledgeable human assistant? If something goes wrong, why can't
we trace the problem back through the steps that led up to it? Why can't we formulate
hypotheses about what might have been wrong, and test them until we get to the answer?
Many of the cognitive processes involved in diagnosis and repair of e-commerce situations
have analogies in many kinds of general system interaction as well. So we think our results
will generalize to many other areas of computer interaction.
But e-commerce is a good place to start, because the transactions themselves are proce-
durally very simple, compared to the operation of an operating system or specialized appli-
cation. People understand the basic concepts of financial transactions, and since everyone
participates in such transactions, interfaces to deal with them will find a wide audience.
The economic value of improving the situation is enormous, and vendors have not so far
tackled the problem in a comprehensive way. Because many actions involve multiple parties,
such as an online purchase involving the vendor, the consumer's credit card company and
the shipping service, consumers need help from tools that operate on their behalf, rather
than on behalf any particular vendor.
Further, we think the interfaces developed to support end-users in debugging could also
influence future debugging tools for professional software developers. Since debugging ac-
counts for approximately half of all software development costs, the potential economic pay-
back is enormous here, too. Because development of debugging tools has so far been limited
to expert professionals, we believe that insufficient attention has been paid to the usability
of such tools, and we believe that a focus on supporting the needs of non-programmers
could benefit in these situations as well.
Chapter 2
Introduction to Woodstein with
Examples
2.1 Introduction to Woodstein
Woodstein is a software agent that works with a user's web browser to answer questions
like "How did that data get that value?" "Why did that happen" and "What's happening
now?". It monitors a user's actions on the web, such as browsing an online retailer and
adding items to a shopping cart, to create a record of the user's overall process, in this case,
making a purchase. It is then able to answer questions about the history and current status
of the process, as well as how data in the process was set.
Woodstein matches a user's actions to the steps of an abstract model for the process.
Through this process of recognition, it knows to look for more information about the process
on other web pages and web sites, even if user never visited them. By seeing the user select
a credit card and shipper for a purchase, Woodstein knows to go to the sites of the bank
and shipper for more information about the status of the purchase, including whether it
has been paid for and delivered.
Later, when the user is looking at other pages with data about the process, such as the
credit card transactions history page, the charge itself can be inspected. The history of the
purchase process can be retrieved and reviewed, making it convenient to understand the
context of the data, the charge.
Woodstein explains the history of the data and actions of a process through several
different views. As a user is performing a step of an action, it can show where that step
fits into the overall process. Another view shows the history of a process and allows the
user to revisit any point. When inspecting a data item, a view displays an automatically
generated audit trail it, enabling the user to jump among pages in which it appears. The
user can jump from the charge amount in the transactions page to a saved copy of the order
confirmation page in which the amount appears.
In addition to providing views on the history of processes and data, Woodstein also
provides help in diagnosing problems when something goes wrong. When a user notices
that something doesn't "look right", simply clicking on a menu item tells the agent. Wood-
stein responds by identifying processes or data that could have contributed to the error or
unexpected result. Through this assistance, the user is able to identify the exact step or
data that either caused an error, or created an unexpected result.
Woodstein's features can best be understood through examples. Through the rest of
this chapter, we will see several examples each showing some of Woodstein's features. We
will see how Woodstein:
tracks user actions and recognizes user goals saving the users interactions and re-
trieving information to create an entire history of the action
provides help and justification for the user current action at varying levels of de-
tail and specificity
supports inspection of information in pages when the user want to know more about
data and processes included within them
explains the history of processes and data through easily-understood views that vi-
sualize their relationships
shows all pages related to a user action including saved copies of exactly the pages
the user interacted with and related pages that Woodstein retrieves that include more
information
guides the user in diagnosing problems and prepares a record of the diagnosis
Problems arise because of mistakes by either the user or the web site, or because the
user has an incorrect mental model of the process. It is important that the agent provides
help in all cases, because when a problem symptom is found, it is not known what the
source of the problem is or whether there even is a problem. In this chapter we will see
examples from each category.
2.2 Purchase Scenario: Inspecting a Credit Card Transac-
tion with Woodstein
In this first scenario involving a purchase, we will see some of Woodstein's features and
how it manages a user's actions and data and supports inspecting those actions and data
in pages. We will see its views presenting process and data histories, as well as saved pages
that either the user interacted with or were retrieved by Woodstein. Future examples will
make use of these features as well as other, more advanced features, but this example will
provide a glimpse of what Woodstein does and how it works.
Anyone who has a credit card has had the experience of looking at an unfamiliar charge
and trying to remember what it was for. Often the description is unclear or too terse,
or perhaps the vendor is unknown. In situations like these, the information gathered by
Woodstein becomes useful. By tracking the user's original steps in making the purchase,
the agent is able to connect those steps with the charge that appears on the credit card. It
presents the record it compiled at moments like this one - when the user finds something
unusual.
The user looks at the unfamiliar charge in Figure 2-1, but doesn't remember anything
about it. The vendor is unknown - it looks like Amazon.com, but it isn't - and the transac-
tion description isn't helpful in reminding him. He is frustrated and wants to know where
it came from, so he decides to consult Woodstein. Clicking on Woodstein's logo turns on
Woodstein's inspection mode, revealing all of the data and processes it found in the page.
In this case, he wants to find out the origin of this charge and how it was created. Each
individual data item of the transaction can be interacted with separately, or the entire
transaction can be inspected by selecting its name, the transaction ID. Pressing the mouse
button down on the transaction ID button causes a context-sensitive menu to appear with
questions the user can ask (Figure 2-2). The user wants to know why the transaction was
created and selects the item "Why was this created?".
Letting go of the mouse button opens a view in a pop-up window (Figure 2-3).
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Figure 2-1: Looking at an unfamiliar transaction
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Figure 2-2: Asking why an unfamiliar transaction was created
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Figure 2-3: Viewing why the unfamiliar transaction was created
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The new window shows the overall history of the user's purchase with English descrip-
tions of the process steps. Woodstein created this record by matching the user's original
concrete steps in placing the order with its abstract process model describing how purchases
happen. While placing the order, the user selected a credit card and shipper and based on
these details, Woodstein knew to look at their web sites, match the transaction and find
out about the status for the transaction and delivery. In this view, Woodstein presents the
information it gathered from the three sites affected by the purchase.
In the top frame of the window, in grey, the view explains why the credit card transaction
was created. It was created with all of the individual data shown in parenthesis, including
the "posting date", "transaction date", "recipient" and so on. All data is created by a
process and the process that created the transaction was "Onlibank created credit card
transaction".
In the bottom frame of the window, Woodstein shows the hierarchical structure of
the process. It starts out with the overall goal, "You are purchasing from Amazin.com".
Below that, the purchase action is broken down into three steps, "You placed order with
Amazin.com", "Amazin.com requested payment from Onlibank" and "Zeno's Delivery is
delivering order". The descriptions of these steps indicate that the first two steps have
completed since they are in the past tense. Each completed step has the data it produced
as its result. The user's order action produced an order confirmation number, while the
vendor's payment request produced the credit card transaction that the user is currently
inspecting. The button for that data looks pressed in because that it is the data that is
currently selected and being inspected. Each step also has a small icon on its left side that
indicates the step has more sub-steps that are hidden.
Below the two completed steps of the purchase is the last step. Its description, "Zeno's
Delivery is delivering order" is in the present tense and it is marked yellow, indicating that
it is still ongoing. Woodstein also opened revealed it sub-steps so the user can easily the
steps that remain. Since the entire purchase itself is still ongoing, it too in the present tense
and marked yellow and its sub-steps were automatically revealed.
This window is the "why" process history view. It is opened by Woodstein in response
to the user asking "why" some action happened, or some data was set. It presents the
process in a hierarchical format, to show that, that each step takes place because of the
large process it is a part of. In this case, the shipper set the location of the order because
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Figure 2-4: Viewing the saved confirmation page for the order
it shipped the order to an intermediate location. It shipped the order to an intermediate
location because it is the process of delivering the order. It is in the process of delivering
the order because the user initiated a purchase. This explanation is cumbersome to read as
text, but it is easily comprehensible in an interactive and inspectable diagram.
At this point, the user still wants to know where this charge originated and what the
item was that it paid for. The transaction itself is the currently selected button, but now he
wants to inspect the order confirmation, the result of "You placed order with Amazin.com",
and he clicks that button. A new pop-up window, with the saved order confirmation appears
(Figure 2-4).
While the user was placing the order, Woodstein saved a copy of this confirmation and is
able to show it now. The user sees the item he bought and now knows what the transaction
on his credit card was for.
2.3 How Woodstein Presents Data and Processes
So far, we've seen a simple example that shows some Woodstein's interface for presenting
the history of user processes. At this point it will be helpful to look in more detail at how
Woodstein manages and presents data and processes in order to understand what its views
show.
As we've seen, Woodstein tracks data and processes:
Data Items make up much of the information in web pages. They appear in web pages
in two forms:
Simple Data Items include prices, dates, and IDs, as well as whether something hap-
pened or whether a requirement was met.
Composite Data Items are records that consist of other data items. An example is the
user's credit card transaction that consists of a posting date, transaction date,
recipient as well as other data items. Composite data items can be inspected via
their identifiers, which act as names for the entire record. The transaction ID
and order confirmation number are examples of identifiers.
Processes include specific actions like the user clicking a button or loading a page, as well
as a web-site shipping an order. They can also be more abstract, such as the entire
process of the user making a purchase. They are always performed by some entity,
either the user or a web site. There are several ways in which processes appear in web
pages:
Form Controls include buttons the user clicked, text areas in which text was typed and
so on. In this case the corresponding process is the user's original interaction
with the control.
Names of Data Items in which the process is the setting of the data item. In the
confirmation page, the two buttons appear for the order total, one for the label
"Order Total:" and one for the amount itself, "$13.99". The amount corresponds
to the order total data item, and label corresponds to the process in which the
data item was set.
i ONO'
Instructions or Policies for a web site. These include instructions explaining to the
user how to do something, or a description of how a web site performed some
action.
All of these will become more clear as we continue with the example.
Each data item is set as the result of a process. Processes take data items as inputs and
set a data item result.
Woodstein keeps track of data and processes similarly, so we refer to them as represen-
tations or "reps". It is important to note that Woodstein isn't involved in what the data
represents; it doesn't know any more about the actual ordered item than what's shown on
the web sites' pages. Nor does it play any role in how the data and processes appear in pages
while the user browses. Woodstein only keeps track of data and processes when they do
appear in web pages. Reps are these records that Woodstein keeps for data and processes.
In tracking reps, Woodstein saves the pages in which they first appear. When the user
inspects the transaction, he interacts and views Woodstein's rep for it. Since Woodstein
presents both data and processes as buttons, we will also refer to the buttons themselves
as reps.
There are some final things to keep in mind when interacting with Woodstein.
" Buttons for data items are rectangular, buttons for processes are rounded.
" Pressing the mouse button down on a rep shows its menu of options. Letting go of
the button while over an option selects that option.
" Either clicking on a rep or using its menu to interact with it causes it to be the
"selected rep" that becomes the focus of all open views. At any given moment there
is at most one selected rep. Its button appears pressed-in, while all other buttons
appear popped-out.
" With multiple views it can be tough to keep track of what corresponds to what, so
moving the mouse into a rep in one view highlights the same rep in other views.
" The saved page view always shows Woodstein's saved page for the selected rep. This
is the page in which the process is described, or in which the data item was first set,
or it is an empty page if Woodstein had to infer that the process happened or data
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item was set. Since the first page in which the order confirmation number appeared
is the order confirmation page, that is its saved page.
2.4 Learning about a Purchase with Woodstein
Having discovered what the original charge was for, the user wants to find out what hap-
pened to the ordered book. Where is it? Why hasn't it been delivered yet? What's taking
so long? Though some sites like Amazon.com feature order tracking, it is inconvenient to go
to the site, sign-in to access the account history, look at the recently shipped items and fig-
ure out which corresponded to this credit card charge. For multiple charges on many sites,
doing this matching can be a burden. The problem is that although a site like Amazon.com
is able to integrate with the shipper's site and present the purchase status and shipping
status together, it does not integrate with the bank's site and allow the user to access the
history of the purchase through the credit card charge. Even worse, most sites offer far less
help than Amazon.com and don't even try to show the shipping status, leaving it up to the
user to integrate the information provided by the sites of the vendor, the shipper and the
bank in order to understand what is going on.
By tracking the user's order as he was placing it, and collecting related information,
Woodstein is able to show the purchase status. More importantly, it has a record of the
history of the purchase including the original pages the user interacted with, such as the
order confirmation, as we saw.
At this point the user wants to know about the shipment delivery status for the book.
Looking at the purchase process in the process history view, he sees its current status that
the shipment hasn't been delivered and, looking inside the shipping action, he sees that its
location is Philadelphia. He clicks on the status, and Woodstein shows a saved copy of the
current tracking page for the shipment (Figure 2-5). Although it is traveling slowly, it looks
like the shipment is on it's way and will be delivered at some point in the future.
Now he's curious about this shipping company. How was it selected to deliver his
book? What made him choose this company? Since Woodstein saw the original purchase,
it recognized the name of the shipper and allows it too to be inspected. He presses the
mouse button down on the button for the shipper's logo and asks "How was this set?"
(Figure 2-6).
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Figure 2-7: Viewing the saved page for the shipper
Woodstein updates the saved page view to show the page in which it verified that
Amazin.com set the shipper for the order (Figure 2-7).
In addition to updating the saved page view, Woodstein created a new pop-up window
with a new view to explain how the shipper was set (Figure 2-8).
Like the "why" process history view, this "how" data history view features a grey frame
at the top that explains how the "shipper" data item was set to have the value of "Zeno's
Delivery". It resulted from "Amazin.com set shipper". Below that frame is a display with
the symptom/result that the user was inspecting, the "shipper" data all the way on the
right. Before that, in the middle, is the process that generated it, "Amazin.com set shipper".
Finally, all the way on the left is the input to that process, the "default shipper". It appears
that the Amazin.com just set the shipper to be the default shipper.
Unlike the "why" view, which shows the overall history of the process, the "how" view
displays an audit trail showing the history of the data of the process. When inspecting a
data item, the user cares only about the steps involved in computing its value. In this case,
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Figure 2-8: Viewing how the shipper was set
the user doesn't care about how all of the different data items for the order were set, he
just cares about the subset of the process in which the shipper was set. This view allows
him to easily jump to the page in which it was set. More generally, the view allows the
user to traverse back through the process from the perspective of the data. Similar views
in program debuggers are referred to as program slices.
The user wants to know how the default shipper became the shipper for the order, so he
clicks on the "default shipper" rep and Woodstein updates the saved page view (Figure 2-9).
At the bottom, he sees the button that had been set, the name of the shipper that was
selected, and the price for shipping. He also sees that this is the extra slow, sub-standard
shipping option and wonders why he ever selected this shipper. He clicks on the "shipper"
rep again and looks over to the process history view that Woodstein has updated to focus
on it (Figure 2-10).
Woodstein expanded both the "You placed order with Amazin.com" step of the pur-
chase and, below that, the "You selected shipping method" step. He sees that the step of
Amazin.com setting the shipper happened as part of his selecting the shipping method and
looks at the steps before it: "You saw shipping method selection page", "You left default
shipper selected", "You clicked ship". It looks like he did indeed just leave the default
method selected before continuing with his order, and that's how this shipper was selected.
Having exercised his brain enough with solving that mystery, the user decides to do some
mid-afternoon jogging.
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2.4.1 Summary
This example was one in which the user made an error and was able see how his actions
caused the error. We saw how the user is able to inspect processes and data in pages to
learn more about them. We saw that with the "why" view, the user was able see the overall
history of a process, as well as where individual steps fit in. We saw that with the saved
page view, the user is able to see pages that he interacted with and pages where processes
and data first appear, even if he never saw them. Finally, we briefly saw the user use the
data history view to see the history of data in the process.
2.5 How Woodstein Manages and Presents Views
Through the first example, Woodstein opened new views and automatically updated existing
views in response to the user's inspection of reps. It will be helpful to discuss how it does
that.
As we saw earlier, at any given moment while the user is inspecting, there is a single
selected rep. This rep is selected not only in the view the user selected it in, but in all other
views. When a user selects a rep by clicking on it or asking about it, all views update to
explain it. The "why" process history view shows its context in the overall history of the
process and the result of each step, the "how" data history view shows the processes and
data used to compute it, and the saved page view shows the page in which it first appears.
2.5.1 Woodstein Shows Only Relevant Data Items and Processes
Woodstein distinguishes between why a rep happened or was set, from how it happened
or was set. The first focuses on the history of the overall process. The reason why each
step below the top action in a process happens is because of the process above it that it
is a part of. For instance, the user places an order because he is making a purchase. In
programming, this hierarchical structure of processes is known as the "control-flow".
How a rep happens or is set can also be understood by seeing the history of the data in
the process known as the "data-flow" of the process. A data item may result from a process
that generates it, as the shipper resulted from Amazin.com setting it. Or Woodstein may
find a data item in a page, but have no process description for it, as was the case with
the default shipper. Woodstein first learned about this default value when it appeared
.........
in the shipping method selection page loaded by the user in originally placing the order.
Woodstein has no record of the history for these data items.
Rather than overload the user with the entire history of all data and steps of a process,
the process history view and data history view update differently depending on the selected
rep. The process history view always shows the user's overall action, such as making a
purchase, and temporarily opens enough steps to show the context of the selected rep.
Clicking on the icon on the side opens and closes the steps, showing and hiding their sub-
steps, respectively. When a new rep is selected, the process history view closes the steps
it temporarily opened for the old selected rep and temporarily opens steps for the newly
selected rep.
When a user asks how some rep happened or was set, the data history view opens with
that selected rep as the "Symptom" on the far right. If the selected rep is a data item, the
process that created it and the data item inputs to that process are shown. If the selected
rep is a process, its inputs are shown. Just like in the process history view, clicking the icon
to the left of the rep button reveals more inputs and processes.
The user can close a view when it's not needed and it will be reopened when the
corresponding question is asked. The views can also be reloaded, for instance when there's
a problem in rendering a graph or if a button is not responding.
2.5.2 Woodstein's Views Include Buttons for Navigation
Each view include buttons in its title bar to help the user when interacting with the view.
When scrolling around a document, it's easy to lose track of the selected rep. In all views,
it can be brought into focus with the "Focus" button. Each view also has a "Back" button
to reselect the previously selected rep.
The process history view includes buttons at the top for navigating through the process
history.
Action Up with an arrow pointing up, selects the previous action or its last step if it has
one
Action Down with an arrow down, select the next action, or step of this action if it has
steps
User Up with "user" and an arrow up, goes to the previous user action
User Down with "user" and an arrow down, goes to the next user action
The data history view allows a user to reset the current symptom when the current
graph becomes too large and unclear. Asking how another rep happened or was set reopens
the data history view with the newly selected rep as the new symptom.
2.5.3 Browse During Browsing Mode, Inspect During Inspection Mode
During inspection mode with Woodstein, the user can only inspect page elements and not
perform actions with them. A link can be inspected to see the context of the action of
clicking it, but the user has to turn off inspection mode to actually follow the link.
2.6 Order Scenario: Placing an Order and Learning about
Placing Orders with Woodstein
We've seen how Woodstein helps a user see the history and status of a process he's initiated.
It is also helpful when a user is performing an action, particularly when the steps of the
action are confusing. Woodstein shows the overall structure of the process so far, allowing
the user to see what has already happened and what remains to be done.
We will see how the user can use Woodstein to learn more about placing an order at an
online retailer. In the previous example, we started after the user had already placed the
order. Now we will go back to before the order was complete, while the user was placing it.
Our user has never placed an order at Amazin.com, but he knows he can get help from
Woodstein. He begins by loading the Amazin.com front page and, by pressing down on the
inspector icon, he selects its menu option to see "What's Happening?" (Figure 2-11).
Woodstein opens a new "what's happening" tracking view that, like the why view, shows
the process history of the user's process. He can see that it recognized his first step, which
has a black border since it was the last step he performed (Figure 2-12).
Now he turns back to browsing. He likes Amazin.com's book recommendation and
thinks it would make a fine gift so he clicks on the image to go to the book's page. The
new page loads (Figure 2-13) and Woodstein updates the tracking view (Figure 2-14).
The user is certain that he'd like to buy the book, but he's unsure about what to do
next. He wants to get help with placing the order, and wants to know about the process
of placing an order, so he turns to the tracking view and clicks on "You are placing an
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Figure 2-15: Viewing how to place an order
order with Amazin.com". That loads Woodstein's retrieved page describing the process of
placing an order (Figure 2-15). He matches the steps with the steps he's gone through so
far - browsing, then finding an item - and sees what the next step is - adding an item his
shopping cart by clicking "Add to Shopping Cart".
He closes the saved page view, returns to the book's item page and clicks on the "Add
to Shopping Cart" button. The page updates to show that the item is in his shopping cart,
and the tracking view also updates to show that Woodstein saw both the user's action of
adding the item, and Amazin.com's reaction of updating the shopping cart contents and
subtotal (Figure 2-16).
Satisfied that he's now a pro at placing orders at Amazin.com, the user quickly finishes
up his order so he can move on to his mid-afternoon break with some video-golf.
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2.6.1 How Woodstein Presents its Tracking of a User's Action
In this example, we've seen Woodstein's "what's happening" tracking view that, like its
"why" process history view, shows the history of a process. Unlike the process history view,
however, it shows the history of the user's current process. Recall that the process history
view showed the history of the credit card transaction before. If the user had loaded the
tracking view while checking his credit card transactions it would show him logging into his
bank account and checking his credit card history.
As part of monitoring a user's action, Woodstein retrieves pages that describe the related
processes. In this scenario, we saw how it loaded the help page at Amazin.com to describe
the steps involved in placing an order. The user is able to get help with the action at the
appropriate level by selecting a process to inspect.
2.7 How Woodstein Provides Help in Diagnosing Problems
We've seen how Woodstein can play an important role in helping collect information about
a user's actions on the web. Its integrated view of actions and data spanning multiple
web sites can help users instantly and easily diagnose problems. In addition to the task
of collecting and compiling information, however, there are other dimensions to diagnosing
and resolving problems on the web. The user must also sort through the information,
and generate and test hypotheses for where the problem originated. Although this is a
skill programmers develop by debugging, it's not something that end-users, who may not
be accustomed to reasoning about formal processes, are necessarily familiar with. In this
section, we will see how Woodstein guides the user in debugging by capturing his judgment
of the correctness of data and processes that he sees.
2.7.1 Top-down and Bottom-up Debugging
There are two different approaches that programmers take in debugging. They may debug
in a "top-down" style by starting from a top-level process known to be faulty. Guided by
the data they produce, the programmer isolates more and more specific processes until the
buggy process or incorrect data is found. Another approach is "bottom-up" debugging in
which the sources of incorrect data are iteratively tracked back until the process or data
that caused the symptom is found.
Both of these approaches require that the programmer go through a "process of elimi-
nation", eliminating possible causes that are found to be correct and examining ones that
aren't until the source of the problem is found. In the top-down approach, the data pro-
duced by the steps of the incorrect process are examined. When a process takes correct
inputs but generates an incorrect output, it is inspected. In the bottom-up approach, the
input values used to generate a value are examined. When all but one inputs are found to
be correct, the remaining one must be incorrect and is inspected. Thus, even though they
are employed differently, the top-down and bottom-up debugging styles both involve the
process of elimination. The symptom is the root of a tree traversed one level at a time.
In top-down debugging, the tree is the history of an overall process while in bottom-up
debugging, the tree is the history of a data item. Woodstein's process history and data
history views allow top-down and bottom-up debugging styles, respectively.
2.7.2 Marking Incorrect Processes and Data
Even though it supports different debugging styles, the domains of programming and diag-
nosing problems on the web are different. End-users are not necessarily expert debuggers,
and diagnosing a problem may extend over time as new actions and reactions occur. For
these reasons, Woodstein manages a user's intermediate discoveries while debugging and
tracks his judgments about the correctness and incorrectness of data and processes.
Woodstein support a user in debugging by allowing him to mark data and process
representations and guides him by mark further reps. A user can say that some data item
"looks wrong" or a process "looks unsuccessful", and Woodstein creates an annotation of
"incorrect" for the rep, rendering it in red. It then looks at the data and processes that
caused the rep in both the data history and process history, and marks them as "maybe
incorrect", rendering them in yellow. The user identifies the correct causes by noting that
each "looks correct", causing Woodstein to render them in green. As the user continues
to judge processes and data as correct or incorrect, Woodstein guides him in isolating the
problem to a single process or data rep.
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Figure 2-17: Asking how a stock transfer happened
2.8 Stock Scenario: Inspecting a Stock Purchase With Wood-
stein
We can see how Woodstein guides a user through the process of diagnosing a problem with
another example. In this scenario, the user is an employee at Yoyodyne and is enrolled in
its share purchase plan. Every pay period, it sets aside a portion of his salary money in an
account. Once a year it buys stock for him at a discounted price from its broker, SN-AFU.
He has set up his account at SN-AFU to automatically transfer the stock to his broker,
Sellwell. Now he's looking at the most recent transfer at Sellwell and it looks lower than
the usual amount purchased (Figure 2-17).
He wants to know how it was set, so he loads the data history view. He'd like help from
Woodstein in diagnosing the problem, so he notes that the stock at his broker looks wrong
(Figure 2-19).
Woodstein updates the data history view, marking the preceding process, "Sellwell set
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Figure 2-18: Noting that the amount of stock transferred looks wrong
shares at sellwell: 250" to yellow for "maybe wrong". It also marks the input for that
process, "shares at sn-afu: 250" to "maybe wrong" (Figure 2-19).
Woodstein also opens a new view, the "debugging trail" view to help the user keep track
of his process in diagnosing the problem. Moving the mouse over the rep "Sellwell set shares
at sellwell: 250", under "Next Step" tells him how to determine whether the rep is correct
(Figure 2-20).
It looks like the correct number of shares were transferred from SN-AFU, so the user
goes back to the data history view and notes that "Sellwell set shares at sellwell: 250" looks
correct (Figure 2-21).
Woodstein automatically updates the data history view, marking the data item input
and process that computed "shares at sn-afu: 250" as maybe incorrect. The user scrolls to
see them better (Figure 2-22).
The user continues, finding that the setting of the shares at SN-AFU was successful
and eventually tracing the problem back to Yoyodyne's original calculation of the number
of shares to purchase. He notes that the share purchase budget of $5000 divided by the
share price of $20 is 250, so it looks like the correct number of shares were purchased given
the budget and price. He marks the setting of the shares to purchase as looking correct
(Figure 2-23).
He can see in the page (Figure 2-24) that the purchase price is $20, and it's %80 of the
lower of the purchase data value and the grant date value. %80 of $25 is $20, so that looks
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Figure 2-23: Noting that Yoyodyne's calculation of the number to purchase looks correct
right and he marks the share price correct. Woodstein isolates the problem to the share
purchase budget. The user sees that the preceding process took both his total contribution
and the IRS limit as inputs. The total contribution looks like what he would expect to see
spent, so now he wants to investigate the IRS limit and he clicks on it (Figure 2-25).
Selecting the IRS limit loads the relevant saved page in the saved page view (Figure 2-
26). Within the page, he sees why the amount of stock purchased was so low - Yoyodyne
imposed the IRS limit of $5000. The rest will be used in the future.
2.8.1 Summary
In this example, the user took advantage of Woodstein's support for bottom-up debugging
with the data history view in identifying the process that behaved unexpectedly - the
application of the IRS limit.
In this example, the user thought the web site caused an error, but in fact the unexpected
result was due to an obscure policy that the user wasn't aware of. Woodstein still helped the
user, however, by enabling him to compare his mental model of what should happen with
a record of what actually did happen, then identify where his mental model was incorrect.
It not only showed the abstract description of the obscure policy, but also gave a concrete
example of how it worked by showing how it affected the user's data making the learning
experience even more personalized.
Saved Page for Yoyodyne set shares purchased: 250 - Mozilla
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Figure 2-24: Saved Page view for "Yoyodyne set shares purchased: 250"
How irs limit: $S5000.00 was matched - Mozilla
How IRS LIMIT: $5000.00 was matched
Woodstein doesn't have any more details about how IRS LIMrr: $5000.00 was set.
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Done
Figure 2-25: Data history view with "IRS limit" selected
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The IRS limits the number of shares that may be purchased in a
calendar ear through the Stock Purchase Plan to a market value of
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Eligibility
You are eligible to participate in SPP if you:
a Are an employee of Yoyodyne or a participating subsidiary; and
a Regularly work 20 hours or more per week and at least five months per
year; and you are employed as of the last day in which stock is traded
before an enrollment period begins (Note: In the European Union (EU)
countries other legal guidelines apply.)
Enrollment Periods
Stock Purchase Plan has two enrollment periods in which employees
may enroll for payroll deductions. The enrollment periods are
a February 1-19
a August 1-19
For enrollment information, U.S. Employees see&SPP
Contribution/Enrollment, Non-U.S. Employees should contact their site
representative for specific details.
Subscription Periods
There are two subscriotion oeriods which follow the enrollment oeriods.
Done
Figure 2-26: Data history view with "IRS limit" selected
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Done
Figure 2-27: Viewing the graduation degree audit page
2.9 Graduation Scenario: Inspecting a Student's Graduation
Status With Woodstein
We have seen how Woodstein visualizes processes that result from interactions between by
a user and web site. It is also able to explain the processing a web site performs, which
is particularly helpful for understanding the conclusions that result from the application of
more complicated policies. With a model of the web site's processes, it collects information
from pages, simulates the intermediate computations the web site performs, and explains
how the result was generated. We can see how this works with an example in which a
student intends to graduate. We will also see how a problem can be diagnosed in a top-
down approach.
In this example, a masters' student is trying to graduate from the Institute he attends.
He was sure to add himself to the list of graduating students earlier in the semester and he
knows he's completed all other requirements for graduation. He knows that sometimes there
are bureaucratic mistakes, however, so he goes online and checks the student information
web site to verify that everything is OK.
Upon loading the graduated degree audit page, however, he sees that everything is not
OK; it appears he's not eligible to graduate (Figure 2-27).
Fortunately, he's running Woodstein in the background and he turns on the inspector
to see what's going on. He selects the "no" for "graduation requirements met" and asks
Why GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS MET: NO WaS set
GRADUATION REQUIREMEWfTS MET: NO Was Set A, y*V
by MIT SET GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS MET: NO.
Process History Your Data
TYou tried to gmduat. graduaioi T * tn
_Yeusubn*ed4egme apation ) nentlien to gnduate: yeu
?ATe datien gquiments mt no
Done
Figure 2-28: Asking why graduation requirements were not met
"Why was this set?" and sees the process history view window in Figure 2-28.
He sees "You tried to graduate" and marks it as looking unsuccessful. Woodstein opens
the debugging trail view and updates the "why" process history view to indicate its steps
that may also be unsuccessful (Figure 2-29).
He can see that his Institute received his degree application since it has "intention to
graduate: yes", so he marks that as successful. Woodstein automatically identifies the
graduation requirements check as unsuccessful and sets its steps as possibly unsuccessful as
well (Figure 2-30).
The student sees that all degree holds have been successfully cleared, but sees that
his degree requirements were not satisfied and since this happened before his graduation
requirements were not met, he marks the graduation requirements check as successful and
Woodstein automatically marks the degree requirements check unsuccessful (Figure 2-31).
He sees that both his subject requirements and residency requirement were satisfied, and
noting that the thesis requirement is not satisified, he sets the degree requirement check
as successful. Woodstein marks the thesis requirements check as incorrect and its steps as
maybe incorrect (Figure 2-32).
He sees that he successfully registered for research, that his thesis has been completed
Q 
Q
Why graduation requirements met:, no was set - Mozilla
Why You tried to graduate happened - Mozilla
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happened.
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eack
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Figure 2-29: Viewing why trying to graduate was unsuccessful and the possibly unsuccessful
steps
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Figure 2-30: Viewing why the graduation requirements were unsuccessfully checked and the
possibly unsuccessful steps
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Figure 2-31: Viewing why the degree requirements were unsuccessfully checked and the
possibly unsuccessful steps
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possibly unsuccessful steps
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Figure 2-33: Viewing why the thesis title was unsuccessfully provided and the unsuccessful
step
and approved by the department, but that there is a problem with his thesis title and that
was before the thesis requirement check completed, so he marks everything else correct.
Woodstein marks the thesis title check incorrect and the process of setting the thesis title
as also incorrect (Figure 2-33).
The student selects the thesis title set process and sees its page context (Figure 2-34).
It does look like his Institute is at fault, so he decides to complain. He goes over to the
debugging trail view and clicks "Complain". Woodstein automatically generates an email
with his debugging path that he goes ahead and sends (Figure 2-35).
2.9.1 Summary
The user applied a top-down debugging strategy and, in this case as in the previous one,
Woodstein guided the user through identifying the incorrect looking data, and narrowing
down the exact rep that was the problem. In this example, unlike the other, the user was
correct and the, web site was wrong so Woodstein enabled the user to easily generate a
complaint about it.
Saved Page far MIT set thesis title provided no - Mozila CD
Saved Page for MT SET THESIS TITLE PROVIDED NO
Page where MIt set THEsis TrrLt Povtoeo: No happened B!k
Status of Registration
Check this Status of Registration carefully. You are responsible for innediately reporting any
inaccuracies in your registration to the Registrar's Office, 5-119, record s@mit.edu, 258-6409.
Sj | Tte nj L J Status
Current Registration
MAS.910 Research in Media Technology 24 I Registered
MAS.THG | Graduate Thesis I H I Master's Level
Total Units: 36
T Tdno
Residency Terms Completed:)
Done lb
Figure 2-34: Viewing the saved page for the unsuccessful setting of the thesis title
* 0 0 Problem with the process: "MIT set thesis title provided: no' which looks Unsuccessful _ D
Send Attach Address Save As Draft Make Pli Text
To: thesis-tItle-setter
Cc:
Subject: Problem with the process: "MIT set thesis title provided: no' which looks Unsuccessful
Account: Earl Waqner <ewasne
I've noticed there's a problem with the process:'MIT set thesis te provided: no' which looks Unsuccessful at
www.mitedulreg-status.html
Here's how I found out:
I started with the data:'graduation requirements met n* which I'm not sure about at:
www.mitedureg-Status.htl
than I saw the process:'You tried to graduate'which looks Unsuccessful at:
www.mitedulgrad-help.html
then I saw the process:'You submitted degree application which looks Successful at
www.mit.edulgrad-help.htm1
then I saw the process:'MIT checked degree holds ctisered' which looks Successful at
www.mitedulgrad-help.htmi
then I saw the process: 'MIT set graduation requirements met no' which looks Successful at
www.mitedu/reg-status.html
then I saw the process:"MIT checked for satisfaction of subject requirements' which looks Successful at:
www.mitedulgrad-help.html
Figure 2-35: Complaining via and automatically generated email
Chapter 3
Background and Related Work
3.1 Context-Aware Computing and Software Agents
As people use computer systems, they often repeat the same task, such as checking a web
page to see an account balance. Other times, they perform new tasks that are conceptually
related to previous ones, such as checking a shipment tracking page after ordering an item.
The systems people use today typically provide the same interface to the user regardless of
the user's history. Though recent innovation has resulted in web browsers that fill in urls
and personal data, the web browser itself doesn't know to go out and retrieve a web page on
its own, and users today have no easy way of telling it to. A web browser, like most other
software applications, is modeled on a tool that behaves predictably but not intelligently.
Context-aware computing offers alternate vision in which systems can adapt, evolving
to better serve the user[32]. This research emphasizes how a system, guided by its history
of interactions with the user, can act more proactively to provide better service. Software
agents are a useful way of framing this proactive behavior by a system. They serve as an
important means for adaptation by monitoring what a user is doing and giving help or other
assistance[28]. Unlike applications today which feature tool-like interfaces, agents are mod-
elled on human agents and act autonomously for the user's convenience. Just as we depend
upon others for services like making arrangements like for travel, or preparing documents
like our taxes, we may depend upon agents to perform activities on the computer that we
find tedious, burdensome, or confusing. Just as we interact with people by saying things like
"what's happening now?" rather than "file- open-Zmy_doc.doc", we can experience more
human-like interactions with an agent-based user interface.
As we saw in the examples of the previous chapter, Woodstein is an agent that works
in the user interface. It answers questions about data and processes with information it
has collected both by watching the user and retrieving relevant pages. It is modelled on
reporters who know to look for the answers to "who?", "what?", "when?", "where?", "why?"
and "how?" in assembling the facts of an event and writing a story. Indeed, its name is
inspired by actual reporters'. A reporter figures out what's happening by interviewing
people chasing leads and putting together the big picture. Similarly, Woodstein recognizes
what the user's doing and simulates and retrieves information about what the web sites are
doing to put together a complete, integrated account of what is happening. It helps the
user "follow the money" to see exactly where some data, even a quantity of money, came
from.
In the next chapter, we will look more closely at exactly how Woodstein was designed
and implemented. Through the rest of this chapter, we will see related research that has
influenced its design and implementation.
3.2 Interaction with Agents through Plan Recognition
3.2.1 Interactions with Agents as a Discourse
The closest work to this in interface style and spirit is Collagen [39]. Collagen works to guide
users through tasks, such as making flight reservations or setting up a timed recording on a
VCR. It tracks the steps of the user's activity, and matches them through plan recognition
to discourse models. Collagen differs from Woodstein in that it focuses on guiding the user
through the normal operation of a system. Woodstein's guidance, however, is intended for
helping the user understand what has happened when something goes wrong.
Like Woodstein, Collagen is proactive. It typically features a embodied social agent
in the interface, often rendered as a face. The agent, represented as a social actor in the
interface, can take action directly when authorized by the user. Woodstein, on the other
hand, records a user's actions and web site reactions, but only presents the records in its
the interface.
1
"Woodstein" is the nickname Washington Post Editor Benjamin Bradlee used for Bob Woodward and
Carl Bernstein who discovered President Richard Nixon's involvement in the Watergate burglary. When
Bradlee wanted to know what Woodward and Bernstein were working on and had discovered, he'd yell out
to the newsroom "Woodstein!" to bring them in and update him.[5]
Both Collagen and Woodstein are capable of recognizing commonly occurring high-level
goals by the concrete steps that the user is carrying out, though this is an area where
Collagen is much more sophisticated. Woodstein is intended to do some of the things
Collage does but in a new domain, e-commerce processes on the web.
Collagen is inspired by the SharedPlan[19] model of discourse in which the topics being
discussed may be related hierarchically and the objects referred to by conversation partic-
ipants exist in a shared space. For instance, one system built using Collagen helps with
planning an airline route. It features an agent that offers suggestions to the user by referring
to the users queries, and can also refine queries making them more or less specific in order
to find an appropriate number of results. In this approach, the agent and user interact to
satisfy the goal of finding a good route.
3.2.2 Plan Recognition
Plan recognition is used to extrapolate the next action of an agent, or infer its goals, based on
its actions[8]. In early work on plan recognition, Cohen, Perrault and Allen [9] distinguished
"keyhole" plan recognition, in which the observer received no cooperation from the agent,
from "intended" plan recognition in which the agent is cooperating with the observer to
make its goals known. User actions may also be interleaved, in which the time extent of
multiple plans may overlap. Interleaved plans are difficult to recognize, however, since it's
unclear which plan is active for a given action.
Plan recognizers typically accept process models that are partial orderings; A has to
happen before B or C, but the order of B and C often doesn't matter. Less powerful plan
recognizers require the steps of a process to be totally ordered, in which when each step
happens in relation to other steps is specified.
When a user's plans are not interleaved, and the steps of the process models are totally
ordered, parsing a user's plan is isomorphic to parsing strings. With these constraints,
specifying user plans creates a formal grammar and all possible user actions are a formal
language. Recognizing and parsing a plan hierarchy from a user's actions involves "parsing"
a formal language in which the tokens are the user's actions. Just as a string of source code
or natural language is parsed to create a parse tree, the sequence of user actions is parsed
to generate a history of a process.
Since the intention of Woodstein is demonstrate a new application of plan recognition
and not necessarily advance the state of plan recognition, it features a simple keyhole plan
recognizer. User plans are recognized with a string parser that has the two constraints
mentioned above - they cannot be interleaved and process models must be totally ordered.
3.3 Inspecting Web Pages
3.3.1 Analysis of Web Pages
A web page in HTML is usually designed for appearance; its dominant primary structure
is its formatting. This has posed challenges for automatically analyzing pages, in order to
extract and aggregate information from many web pages, for instance. This is useful in, for
instance, finding the lowest price for an item among many retail sites. To support increased
semantic structuring of documents on the web, the web standards community has been
promoting XML as a standard format for annotating data in web pages to directly support
extracting data.
Analyzing HTML web pages has been the focus of web information extraction[26]. Some
research has focused on developing algorithms that can generate structured data from the
way data is formatted in a page. Further research has examined how to support easily
adding descriptions of data formatting in a page to support processing.
However, the issue of collecting and analyzing a user's personal data has not been an
area of focus in web information extraction. Showing the semantic connections among the
data in the pages a user interacts with is even farther outside the focus of this area. For
instance, the charged amount on a user's credit card may be the same as the total purchase
price. If it is, it can be found by matching the numbers. It's more important for the user
to know when it is not, however, and matching won't discover that. Instead, a model of the
purchase process is required to guide matching the entire transaction.
Woodstein is not intended to advance the state of research in this area but instead
to demonstrate a new application for extracting data in a user's web pages to show the
semantic connections among the user's data. To do this, it requires either that the pages
themselves are already annotated, as in XML, or it accepts page models to guide analysis of
pages. It features a simple page analyzer for extracting data and annotating unannotated
pages.
3.3.2 Autonomous Agents that find Contextually Related Pages
The creation of the Web coincided with a growing appreciation of software agents for per-
sonalized retrieval and presentation of information[33]. Since that time, much research has
focused on autonomously retrieving information useful to the user from the web. In par-
ticular, some projects have focused on allowing the user to find information contextually
related to the data in a page, including Letizia[27], Watson[7] and Margin Notes[38]. These
systems search other documents to find ones related to the current document. Unlike these
approaches which typically use keywords or modification times, Woodstein is guided by its
record of the user's process to retrieve semantically related pages.
3.3.3 Web Page Transduction and Annotation
The idea of supporting the direct inspection of web pages grew out of annotating pages
as they're being transcoded. Web page transcoding is the process of modifying web pages
between when they're sent by a server and when they're received by a browser. Transcoding
has traditionally been seen as a way of altering the appearance of web pages intended for
desktop PCs so they can be rendered on palm computers, or translating pages into other
languages. Like many systems for transcoding, Woodstein is implemented as a web proxy.
It monitors the browser's requests and monitors and annotates pages returned from the
server.
Some projects have looked at transcoding more broadly for other applications. Unlike
traditional transcoding in which a fixed transformation is applied to each transcoded page,
the WBI project supports transcoding based on dynamic and personalized data[4] [3]. One
plugin for the system annotates each link in a page with a traffic light icon indicating the
link's ping latency, a measure of how responsive the referred to server is. Another plugin
tracks a user's browsing history and allows the user to search through that history. These
plugins demonstrate WBI's support for collecting information to guide the annotation of
the page. Annotations may add extra controls and behaviors not originally included by the
web page designer.
A similar approach supporting inspection of data in a page is taken by Domingue et.
al.[16] with Magpie. In that system, an extension to the web browser annotates recognized
data items and provides a menu allowing the user to ask about the data. For instance a
name on a web page can be clicked to find the person's home page.
Woodstein builds on these approaches by personalizing pages even further. It allows the
user to inspect the page data created by a process to access a record of the process itself.
As we saw, a charge on the user's credit card can be inspected to access the record of the
overall purchase process.
3.3.4 "Recontextualizing" Data
Woodstein is also influenced by a vision of hypertext different from what the web offers
today. Ted Nelson has long been an outspoken proponent for stronger connections among
linked material. His project Xanadu is a well known attempt to provide technological
support and structure for sampling copyrighted works within other copyrighted works, while
retaining links to the originals. Another of his projects, ZigZag[34], though less well known,
is more similar in spirit to Woodstein. It supports relationships among data through "zipper
lists". Each zipper list is a container or category for some of the data tracked by the system.
Zipper lists are connected "sideways", with the same data in one zipper list appearing
differently in others.
From this perspective, Woodstein manages three zipper lists, one corresponding to each
of its views. It tracks where a process or data item rep fits within the process history, data
history and where it appears within a web page. The rep is inspected in one view to reveal
its role in other views.
Of course one of the key factors in the success of the web is its simplicity, that any
web page can feature links to any other and conversely that data can be decontextualized
and not linked to anything else. Since anything can link to anything else, links carry no
semantic structure with them, however, and eliminating the context of data often prevents
engaging with them more richly. A user can download a spreadsheet with her transactions
from an online bank, but how can she see larger trends in the origins of those transactions
or even just inspect one more closely? Each transaction has been isolated to include a
few data items including an amount and relevant dates, then detached from its history, or
decontextualized. Woodstein restores the semantic relationships among data to, in effect,
"recontextualize" the data and support easy exploration of their history.
3.4 Inspecting and Learning about Systems
3.4.1 Constructionism
Seymour Papert, in his book "Mindstorms" [35], describes his fascination as a child with
the gears in cars. He would look inside and think about how the gears interacted to cause
the wheels to turn. Later, with algebra, he discovered a field that described the ideas he
had already grown familiar with. He describes systems like the gear assemblies as "objects
to think with" that in thinking about, cause an observer to see more abstract relations and
concepts more clearly.
Constructionism is the idea in the field of learning that a person learning about some-
thing doesn't just receive knowledge from books or teachers, but must construct her own
understanding of the domain. A particularly effective way for a person to learn something is
by by thinking about the ideas involved and creating artifacts that embody and externalize
those ideas. The process of creating the artifact inspires the refinement and development of
the learner's understanding as the ideas are made more precise and concrete. The artifact
also provides others with an object they can interact with that acts as a record and conduit
for the ideas, perhaps inspiring other ideas and thus acting as "objects to think with".
In "Mindstorms", Papert describes using computers to create systems known as "mi-
croworlds" representing domains such as math or physics. He describes one system in
particular, the Logo programming language, in which geometric relationships and behav-
iors could be programmed. For instance, a plotter on paper or cursor on the screen acting
as a "turtle" could be instructed to draw out polygons. Learners themselves would create
programs to see geometric ideas in different ways. Others could then take those programs
and modify or extend them, to go on and see the relationships of the domain in still more
ways.
3.4.2 "Turtles All the Way Down"
The Logo community uses the expression "turtles all the way down" 2 to describe systems
in which new abstractions are added to the minimal language core in layers. With well-
designed core functionality, the layers can all be implemented using the same techniques,
making them easier to understand. This idea is also promoted by the Smalltalk[18] environ-
ment, in which all values, even integers and boolean values, are objects. New abstractions
can be built taking the features of an object for granted and leveraging the abstractions
it provides without requiring that handling for special cases be added to the language or
environment. Thus there are no conceptual barriers to understanding increasingly lower
levels of the system, since its rules are uniform at every level of abstraction.
Woodstein uses a related approach to present the processes associated with a web page
in a standard form. Inspecting a process or data item in the page, reveals the process and
associated pages at a lower level via the same presentation, without the need for "special
cases" in explanation.
3.4.3 Reflective User Interfaces
Although not commonplace today, some research systems have been developed to feature
a "reflective user interface", also known as "reflective accounts"[17], or "implementational
reflection" [37] as opposed to computational reflection. Computational reflection[41] is a
feature of some computer systems in which a system allows its modules to inquiry about
its capabilities and status at run-time. A reflective user interface extends this functionality
to the interface, allowing a user to inquire about a system's status as it is running. This is
useful, of course, only if the user can do something with this information, so reflective user
interfaces have traditionally been limited to programming systems and knowledge-based
(expert) systems, in which programmers and experts are able to modify how the system
operates and instantly see the results. Some notable programming systems with reflective
user interfaces include the Lisp Machine Operating System[45], Emacs[42], Smalltalk and
Squeak[23], as well as some expert systems including Teiresias[15]. Each of these systems
2These turtles are different from a Logo turtle, which came from the size and speed of the original plotting
device. This remark refers to a story told by the astrophysicist Stephen Hawking about the philosopher
Bertrand Russell: "An elderly lady confronted Bertrand Russell at the end of his lecture on orbiting planets,
saying, 'What you have told us is rubbish. The world is really a flat plate supported on the back of a giant
tortoise.' Russell gave a superior smile before asking what the turtle was standing on. 'You're very clever
young man, very clever,' replied the old woman, 'but it's turtles all the way down.'[20]
allows a user to ask about how some process is being performed, or some knowledge is being
reasoned about, and permits the source code or rules for reasoning to be modified.
Woodstein creates a reflective user interface layer over pages on the web. It allows users
to inspect data items and descriptions of processes to see the processes that created them.
Unlike those systems however, Woodstein does not allow users to change how the processes
they've initiated work. Instead, it is intended that the visualizations it provides be used to
understand the processes and diagnose problems when they occur.
3.5 Techniques for Program Understanding
Tools for visualizing and understanding the dynamic properties of a system have tradi-
tionally been the focus on software visualization. The techniques developed with this field
for simplifying the presentation of complex processes have not been widely adopted in the
research and development of computer systems, though they can be invaluable for under-
standing the status of a system and how it works. These concepts have guided the design
of Woodstein's views.
3.5.1 Program Activation Trees
Program activation trees are diagrams that show the sequence of steps in the history of
a process [1]. They are generated from the run-time execution of the process. Unlike the
program source code which indicates all possible control branches, activation trees only
show the branches actually taken by execution, and only the functions actually called.
3.5.2 Program Slices
Program slices are akin to the idea in business of "audit trails". They capture the history
of some data, showing all of the processing it has undergone. More specifically, program
slicing [46] is a software engineering technique for focusing only on the parts of a program
that affect the value of a particular variable. It is helpful for debugging, when a programmer
knows a variable has the wrong value and wants to know how it was computed. Slicing can
be performed statically by analyzing a program's source code to see all possible ways the
value of a variable may be computed. A program may also be sliced dynamically [24], to
find exactly how a variable was computed given the program inputs of a single execution.
Slicing, and dynamic slicing in particular, can be helpful for debugging by allowing the
programmer to determine exactly how a variable resulted in having the incorrect value that
it does. Woodstein generates dynamic program slices of a data items and invoked processes
and visualizes these slices in the data history view.
Program slice tools typically highlight the lines of code, modules or files in a slice [2].
This is useful for programmers, for whom the source code is the primary representation of
the program. Within the domain of web actions, however, we don't expect the abstract
models to be particularly meaningful to end-users. Rather than presenting the abstract
description of the process, Woodstein generates explanations of the process' actual concrete
execution.
Some tools present slices via control-flow graphs or program dependency graphs[21].
Woodstein presents the program dependencies in the data history view, and the program
execution tree in the process history view.
3.6 Debugging
Debugging is an underappreciated problem in computer science[29]. Despite studies of
programmers that show that half of the time of software development is spent on debugging
activities[10], there is little work in computer science that explicitly seeks to make debugging
easier and more effective. Tools available in today's commercial programming environments
are essentially unchanged from those that appeared in programming environments thirty
years ago: function trace, breakpoints, line-by-line stepping. There is, of course, nothing
wrong with these features; studies have observed that novice programmers can fix 80%
of their bugs just by stepping through the executing code[6]. However, there is more to
debugging than just stepping.
Some work has been aimed at understanding the cognitive processes involved in de-
bugging. Conventional tools don't explicitly support the cognitive processes of debugging,
which include:
Visualization "What's happening?" "How do I get an overall feel for what's going on?"
Localization "Where is the problem?" "What specific step or piece of data is responsible?"
Instrumentation "What's the history of this event or data item?" "Did this happen?"
Repair "What are the consequences of a proposed fix?"
We will refer to debugging as involving all of these steps, while diagnosis of bugs involves
only the first three.
These insights have guided the development of tools that help programmers ask and
answer questions about the dynamic behavior of systems.
3.6.1 Tools for Debugging
This gap between current tools and the tasks involved in debugging is largely a user interface
problem[43). ZStep[31] is one of a series of debuggers built to support these cognitive
processes, especially visualization and localization. ZStep is a reversible debugger - it records
every step of the execution of a program and allows the programmer to run the program
backward as well as forward.
Some of ZStep's innovations include:
" A complete history of program execution and output
" Controls to run the program forward and backward
" Graphical output is associated with points in the program history, allowing it too to
be run forward and backward
" One-click access from graphical objects to the code that drew them and vice versa
" An inspector that displays run-time values for selected source code
" Incremental control of the level of code detail displayed
Woodstein builds on these features and extends them to the domain of web processes.
Like ZStep, Woodstein records a complete history of a process and allows the user to jump
back to any point of that history or replay it forward or backward. While ZStep tracks
the graphical output of the program, Woodstein tracks the pages generated by the process.
The user can go from a data item in a page to the point in the process in which it was set,
and vice versa.
3.6.2 Level of Detail Control
Like ZStep, Woodstein allows the user to inspect the process at varying levels of detail.
The user is able to see her exact interactions with a page including the links clicked and
the text entered. An interaction can be replayed using the stepper. Though there exist
some tools for recording interactions with web pages, such as Tower's WebCapture[22] and
LiveAgent[25], these don't provide any additional structure beyond the linear sequence of
web pages.
It's important that debugging tools show only what's relevant at any given moment and
allow the user to control how more detail is progressively revealed. Too often, computer
systems show too much information, making it difficult for the user to become oriented
and to know what to focus on. A benefit of Woodstein's process history view over a linear
history, for instance, is that the user can see at a high level which processes need further
investigation. She can drill-down in only those that look incorrect, ignoring the ones that
look correct. Similarly, in a data history view, it would be overwhelming to see all possible
values that contributed to the computation of some data. Instead, Woodstein shows only
the most recent layer of inputs, then allows those to be inspected.
3.6.3 Debugging Styles: Top-Down and Bottom-Up
Tools that only record the sequence of pages a user interacts with are only able to provide
a linear history and don't support more sophisticated diagnostic strategies. By recording
and presenting the hierarchical structure of a user's action, Woodstein enables the user
use a "top-down" approach of "drilling-down" through levels to find what went wrong. It
also allows a user to start from some data that appears incorrect and use a "bottom-up"
approach of seeing how that data was computed and what the faulty processes were.
A user doesn't have to use one strategy over another; rather they both can be effective
and a bug is often found by using a hybrid approach. For instance, a user might see that
some data looks wrong, use a bottom-up approach by tracing it back to the process that
set it, then use a top-down approach to see why the process occurred.
3.6.4 Programmer Hypotheses in Debugging
In the process of debugging, a programmer notices that the program emits incorrect data, or
runs a process incorrectly. She then learns the dynamic behavior of the program well enough
to identify the bug, the origin of the incorrect data or the invocation of the incorrect process.
As she learns about the state of the program, she keeps track of the data and processes that
are known to be correct, those that are known to be incorrect and those whose correctness
is unknown. Taking into account the causal relationships among the data and processes,
she formulates hypotheses about the correctness of the program's behavior and uses these
hypotheses to guide her diagnosis until the bug is found.
3.6.5 Agent Support for Debugging
Traditional debuggers present data but don't provide explicit support for programmers'
hypotheses. They allow inspection of the history of data and processes, but don't keep
track of the programmer's current view of their correctness. ZStep, like other debuggers,
has a tool-like interface and provides views of a process only on the demand of the user.
Beyond tools, programmers and users can benefit from agents that play a more active role
in eliciting, managing and helping users share their hypotheses. This is an area in which
Woodstein goes beyond ZStep as well as all other known debuggers.
The need for an agent to assist in diagnosing and resolving bugs is particularly acute
for non-programmers, who don't typically have the experience that programmers do in
reasoning about formal processes. Some researchers have focused on how to better support
end-users and novice programmers in debugging. Margaret Burnett, in particular, has
worked on enabling end-users to debug spreadsheets within the area of "end-user software
engineering" [47] [40].
As a user works to diagnose a problem, it is helpful to have an agent that keeps track
of possibilities she's checked and recommends what should be checked next. Woodstein
provides help in this way and supports the user by automatically performing the process of
elimination, either in a top-down or bottom-up style, to identify the faulty process or data
item.
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Chapter 4
Woodstein's Design and
Implementation
We have seen how Woodstein's interface works and the research and products that have
influenced it. In this chapter, we will discuss its architecture and the design decisions
involved in implementing it. We will look at how Woodstein's features and interface are
implemented as components and how all of its components work together to create its
functionality and interface.
4.1 Design Goals for Woodstein
Woodstein occupies a point in a spectrum of possible designs. As we saw in the previous
chapter, it builds upon work in many different areas, such as plan recognition and web
information extraction. Rather than trying to improve upon the work in each of these
areas, we sought to develop a new application of their results.
Woodstein was designed to help users in debugging problems by themselves. Thus we've
focused on how to present web actions that may be extended in time, or span multiple sites.
To a lesser extent, we've also considered on other goals, such as helping users avoid problems
in the first place by guiding them through processes. We also sought to make the results of a
user's investigation useful to others, including customer support representatives. However,
there is much more work in these areas to do, as we will see in the future directions in the
last chapter. In this section we will see the main goals for the design of Woodstein.
4.1.1 All Data and Processes are Inspectable
It's important that user be able to see and interact with information in its original context.
Inspecting information should reveal its historical context including the history of how it
was computed and how it got there. With Woodstein, the user is able to directly inspect
data and processes in the pages within which they appear. Similarly, when interacting with
data and processes in the agent's views, their original contexts are immediately accessible.
4.1.2 Support User Reasoning about Hypothetical Possibilities
We wanted to help users in reasoning about why something did or did not happen. Users
should be able to point to some process and ask why it happened, or some data and ask
why it was computed to have the value that it did. Beyond that, however, the user should
be able to ask why something did not happen. Woodstein supports the user in investigating
these possibilities, as the user in the purchase example was able to see why the item had
not arrived yet. However, supporting questions about hypothetical possibilities remains an
area for future work, as we will discuss in the last chapter.
4.1.3 Effective Visualizations for End-Users
Woodstein's visualizations are intended for end-users allowing them to see the underlying
connections between information in pages. Although they would feature concepts borrowed
from programming, the amount of learning required to use the system should be minimal.
In particular, all concepts should be as concrete as possible and all abstractions should be
expressed in terms understood by the user. Processes and data should always be described
in an intelligible way, and the visualizations themselves should be accessed via questions in
terms that users understand.
In addition to being understandable, we also wanted the visualizations to help the user
efficiently diagnose the sources of problems that arise. In particular, the user shouldn't have
to revisit every step of an action to get a sense of whether it is correct. With Woodstein, at
any level in the process history, the user is able to see the result of each process to determine
whether it was successful. In the graduation scenario, it is helpful to the user to be able to
instantly see the categories of requirements that weren't satisfied, then which requirement
in particular wasn't satisfied.
4.1.4 Fail-Soft Plan Recognition and Page Analysis
The agent should track all of a user's actions online. It should provide help, even within a
spectrum of circumstances:
no cooperation from the web site in which case at the very least, the user has a saved
copy of his pages
process descriptions from the web site perhaps in a web-services or business process
language, would allow the agent to recognize a user's action and web site reactions
process descriptions from the web site and annotated pages as envisioned for the
Semantic Web, providing the best support
The development of Woodstein has focused on demonstrating the potential offered by
the last possibility, though it supports the others.
4.1.5 Help Customer Support
A final goal was to provide help to customer support. Rather than have the user describe
the steps he's taken in investigating a problem, he could send a record accumulated by the
agent. This remains underdeveloped, and we discuss further possibilities in the the future
directions chapter.
4.2 How Woodstein is Implemented
Over the rest of this chapter we will see how Woodstein works internally by revisiting some
of the steps in the examples from the last chapter. We will see how Woodstein:
works with the user's browser as a web proxy to track a user's steps and pages
recognizes a user's goal by recognizing plans from a library
represents a user's data and processes by instantiating processes from process models
simulates and verifies web site reactions and user data by acting autonomously as
an agent to retrieve related pages
manages views of process and data history from its process and data representations
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manages user annotations and hypotheses by performing the process of elimination
Woodstein's overall architecture includes an action analyzer, a page analyzer and an
information retriever, as shown in Figure 4-1. In the figure, components are shown as boxes
and the flow of data among them are indicated by arrows.
4.3 How Woodstein Works with the User's Browser
Woodstein works with the user's browser to generate an enhanced "clickstream", featuring
not only the pages the user loads, but also the user's exact clicks and typing from interacting
with a web page. With this record of the user's steps, it goes on to build a history of the
user's action, which we will see in a later section. For now we will just focus on how it gets
this record.
4.3.1 Types of User Actions
Woodstein creates events when a user:
" loads a page
" clicks on a link or control
" types in a text field
It does not recognize other events, such as when the user moves the mouse or types a
new url into the location bar before loading a page.
The events Woodstein creates are added to its record of all user events and passed onto
the plan recognizer.
4.3.2 Woodstein as a Web Proxy
Woodstein is a web proxy. It stands between the user's browser and the web, receiving all
requests for web pages from the browser and all pages from the web meant for the browser.
From this position, it monitors the user's page loads and analyzes, annotates and saves
pages before they reach the browser.
Woodstein creates a page-load event when it gets a request for a page from the browser.
It creates click and type events when the user interacts with controls in the page. To receive
Figure 4-1: Woodstein's Architecture
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these events, it annotates all controls it finds in a page and adds the Woodstein icon as a
floating watermark before it passes the page on to the browser. Then, when the user clicks
on a link, for example, the annotated control sends a message back to the proxy through
an http "get" request that passes along event information while reloading the watermark
image. As we will see, many messages are sent by the interface through these get requests
that just reload watermark image while sending information back to the proxy.
Comparison of a Web Proxy with a Browser Module
We also considered implementing Woodstein as a browser module. An important feature
of a web proxy is its flexibility; the agent can reside on the user's computer, or on a
server. It may even be relocated from one computer to another. However, a module offers
an important advantage over the proxy by being able to access the actual HTML DOM
(Document Object Model) tree rendered by the browser. This is useful when the code for
the rendered page is different from the static HTML code. Many web pages perform some
JavaScript processing of a tree before it is rendered and some pages perform substantial
processing of the tree. Unlike a browser module, a web proxy is only able to access the
static HTML for a page before it is passed on to the browser1
"On the web nobody knows you're written in Lisp." 2
For a deployed product then, a web browser module may be the better choice. In imple-
menting a research prototype, however, we were also guided by our expectations for the
development process. We anticipated needing the ability to do extensive rapid prototyping,
as well as symbolic artificial-intelligence-style reasoning. We chose to implement Woodstein
as a proxy in Lisp because of these reasons, as well as because of our familiarity with the
language and its use in web programming. In fact, the short time between editing a function
for generating a view's display, reloading the function into the running Lisp system, and
reloading the view page (on the order of 5 seconds) allowed for many, many more iterations
during development than would be possible using a traditional language like Java or C++
which would require the slow recompilation of an entire module. Even major modifications
'One newly standardized type of DOM event, a "mutation" event is created whenever the tree is modified.
An mutation event could be used to notify the proxy of changes to the tree, although then coordination
between the page and proxy becomes more challenging and error-prone
2The unofficial motto of the 2002 International Lisp Conference, according to Fred Gilham in the Usenet
post with message-id: "u7lm4d3vl7.fsf@snapdragon.csl.sri.com"
to the architecture for representation could be recompiled and the problem scenario re-run
within 20-30 seconds. The extensive use of JavaScript for the interface also allowed new
ideas to be implemented quickly, although the immaturity of debugging tools for JavaScript
still made developing the interface behavior substantially slower than developing the core
agent.
4.3.3 How Woodstein Recognizes and Annotates Pages
Woodstein analyzes and annotates a page in three stages. First, it analyzes a page to
recognize its role in the process, such as "order confirmation page". Then it recognizes all
the data in a page and compares the page data with data it is tracking. Finally, before the
page is passed on to the browser, it annotates all controls, creates hidden buttons for data
and process in the page and adds the watermark logo.
4.3.4 Recognizing Page Roles
Woodstein recognizes a page's role in the process either by matching the url, or by looking
for particular data or processes in the page. For instance, an order confirmation number
for a purchase must appear in the order confirmation page.
4.3.5 Extracting Information from Web Pages
Woodstein can either accept pre-analyzed pages or it can analyze pages itself using separate
page models. Pages may be provided by the web site with the data and processes already
surrounded by specific HTML "span" tags. Or Woodstein can perform the page analysis.
It features a simple analyzer that tokenizes the HTML page and parses it using a string
parser and a grammar for the particular page. It looks for data and their labels recognizing,
for instance, "total price" in bold as a data item label, and the price that follows as the
"total-price" data item.
4.3.6 Annotating Pages
In Woodstein's last pass analyzing a page, it performs the final annotations of reps before
the page is passed onto the browser.
Page controls, including links, form buttons and text areas, are instrumented with
JavaScript code to notify the agent when the user interacts with them. When a user
clicks on a button, for instance, Woodstein receives a message from the annotated page in
the web browser and updates its history of actions performed by the user.
Buttons are created for the data and process reps in the page. These buttons are
"incognito" and hidden when the inspector isn't turned on.
A separate stage is necessary because, for instance, there may be buttons for processes
that hadn't happened when the page was first retrieved, but have since occurred. In the
order scenario, when the user views the help page for placing the order, some of the actions
haven't hadn't yet happened. Those events should become buttons when the user loads the
same saved page for placing the order after having performed the remaining actions, and
thus the annotations of the page should match the current state of the user's action.
Finally, Woodstein's logo is added as a watermark to the bottom-right of the page
indicating that Woodstein is monitoring this page. Clicking on this logo turns on the
inspector and reveals the annotated data and processes in the page.
4.4 How Woodstein Recognizes a User's Goal
As the user performs the steps of an action, the web site reacts to the user's steps and
the user's overall plan emerges. We will now look at how Woodstein recognizes the user's
goals from his sequence of steps. First we will see how Woodstein represents user plans as
they are being performed. Then we will see the algorithm that it uses to match a user's
steps with a plan from its plan library. Later we will see how Woodstein reasons about the
reactions of the web sites affected by the user's action.
4.4.1 How User Plans Are Structured
Although we all have a sense that we do things because we have goals, and satisfying those
goals requires satisfying sub-goals, it isn't necessarily obvious how that can be used to
analyze an interaction with a website.
In approaching this, we took inspiration from Collagen, which represents a user's in-
teraction with an agent as a collaborative discourse. Collagen manages a user's plan tree
consisting of goals and sub-goals and provides an interface agent which guides the user in
reaching a goal it shares with the user, such as programming a VCR. Woodstein, on the
other hand, just parses a user's steps to generate a plan tree, using the tree to infer the
reactions of the web site and visualizing it as a record of the user's action.
Woodstein models the interaction between the user and the web site, though for typical
web sites, this isn't a collaboration. Instead, the user interacts with the web site in doing an
action. The web site performs its own reaction to the user actions, which in turn causes the
user to perform further actions. Woodstein tracks this interaction, then visualizes aspects
of it when needed by the user.
Woodstein represents a user's plan at increasingly specific levels. At the top level are
processes that it infers are happening based on both other processes it has inferred are
happening and the actions of the user and reactions of the web sites. At the bottom level
are the steps involving the user and web sites. Here are the types of processes with examples:
Abstract Processes abstract tasks that Woodstein recognizes, such as placing an order.
Steps actions that are atomic from the perspective of the interface.
User Actions steps such as loading a page, clicking on a button or typing in a text field.
Web Site Reactions actions such as updating a shopping cart in response to the user
adding an item, or accepting the user's choice of payment method.
Abstract processes are trees with steps as the leaves. An step is either a user action,
or a web site reaction. User actions cause web site reactions. Woodstein directly sees only
the user actions and must be guided by its process model to look for web site reactions and
load the pages it expects to be updated.
Another issue arises in determining how to manage data resulting from the interaction
between the user and a web site. The user supplies some data, by clicking to indicate choices
such as an order's shipper, or typing to enter information such as an address. On the other
hand, a web site manages the vast majority of the user's data, by taking the user's input
and processing it, creating a shopping cart, a subtotal, an order address, an order and so
on. All of this data arises from the user's interactions with the web site, and one important
role of Woodstein is to represent the web site's processing of data, and allow the user to
diagnose errors in the results, for instance if the web site adds the incorrect number of items
to the shopping cart. This processing is visible to the user and Woodstein only as data that
appears on web pages.
Since the results of web site reactions are only accessible as data within web pages, we
infer that web site reactions have happened by looking for the data we expect them to set.
This is a good fit for most cases, such as when a web site sets the shopping cart contents
after a user adds an item. The fit is less good when actions are implicit in the pages the user
loads. When a user adds the item, the name of the item must be created. Before the user
loaded the page, the web site set and created the data associated with the page, such as
the items it features or the default settings for controls. So even though these data creation
actions are discovered after the page is retrieved, we put them before the user's page load
in the process history. This approach also works well with the data history perspective, as
we can see in the example involving the selection of a shipper. First the default shipper
value exists. Then, the user approved it, clicking "ship", which caused Amazin.com to set
the value of the order shipper to be the default shipper.
4.4.2 Woodstein's Process Models
In the examples we saw, Woodstein had a predefined model of how the process would occur.
For instance, it has a model for a purchase that begins with browsing and selecting items
and ends with entering order details and confirming. Woodstein instantiates processes from
its library of process models as it recognizes the actions performed by the user. In this
section we see look at the format for these models and see the information they contain. In
the next section we will see how a process model is converted to a parser for parsing user
actions and generating the resulting process.
Model Formats
Examples of models for processes and steps can be seen in Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show
Models for processes and steps begin with the meta-information used to generate expla-
nations in the interface. The main meta-information is the "name" string with a sentence
description of the process or step. It is important to note that the name is different from
the symbol for the process in which words are joined by dashes. The name sentence is in
the past tense, like the name for the process itself, and is converted to the present or future
tense depending on whether the process or step has happened yet. To facilitate reconsti-
tuting the sentence in a different tense, the subject, verb and object are also specified and
stored separately.
(def-process-model you-purchased-from-<retailer> ()
(name "You purchased from <Retailer>")
(subject "You")
(verb purchased)
(object "from <Retailer>")
(is-top-process t)
(source nil)
(steps
you-placed-order-with-<retailer>
<retailer>-requested-payment-from-<bank>
<shipper>-delivered-order))
Figure 4-2: The process for a user placing an order.
(def-event-model you-clicked-add-to-shopping-cart 0
(name "You clicked 'Add to shopping cart'")
(subject "You")
(verb clicked)
(object "'Add to shopping cart'")
(source retailer-book-page)
(step (you clicked add-to-shopping-cart))
(meta-actions))
(def-event-model <retailer>-set-shopping-cart-item 0
(name "<Retailer> set")
(subject "<Retailer>")
(verb set)
(object "shopping cart item")
(source nil)
(step (<retailer> set shopping-cart-item))
(meta-actions
ws-set--shopping-cart-item))
Figure 4-3: The steps for a user adding an item to a shopping cart and the shopping cart
updating.
(def-meta-action ws-set--shopping-cart-item 0
(function-sym ws-set)
(arg-forms (shopping-cart-item current-item-name))
(source retailer-shopping-cart-page))
(def-meta-action ws-set--total-price ()
(function-sym ws-set)
(arg-forms (total-price (ws-eval + shopping-cart-subtotal shipping-charge)))
(source nil))
(def-meta-action ws-set--order 0
(function-sym ws-set)
(arg-forms (order (ws-make-whole shopping-cart-item total-price shipping-address shipper pa3
retailer-order-confirmation-page))
(source nil))
Figure 4-4: Some meta-actions involved in placing an order.
Process and step models also include a source page. For processes, this is the page in
which the process is described. For steps, it's where the step happened.
The last slot for a process model is the sequence of sub-processes for the process. The
last slot for a step model is the "meta-action" for the step, which Woodstein uses to update
its own representation of what is happening. These meta-actions change Woodstein's rep-
resentation of the current process, by setting variables such as the item the user is currently
looking at, or the name of the retailer the user is browsing. We will look more closely at how
Woodstein manages user data with meta-actions later. Some of the meta-actions involved
in the purchase can be seen in Figure 4-4
Step Verbs
Unlike abstract processes, which can be described with any verb, steps are described in a
more standard way with a limited set of verbs. The verbs for user actions are just the things
the user does that Woodstein can recognize. The verbs for web site reactions all describe
how the web site manages data that Woodstein represents.
The types of user actions and corresponding verbs are:
Saw when a user loads a web page
Clicked when a user clicks on a link or form button
Typed when a user types text into a form field
Left when a user leaves a control in its default setting before submitting the form it is
contained within
Note that a "Left" step is inferred when the process specifies that some selection is made
and the user leaves a control in its default value. We saw this in the purchase examples
with the user leaving the default shipper selected in placing the order.
The verbs for web site reactions depend upon whether the data being acted upon is
primitive or composite. They are:
Primitive Data
Set when the web site sets a data item such as the current item a user is looking at
Matched when the web site matches data in a page, or entered by the user, such as a
user-name and password
Composite Data
Created when the web site creates a composite data item from other data items
Updated when the web site adds or changes one of the data items contained with this
data item
Matched when the web site matches page data
4.4.3 Woodstein's Plan Recognizer
Woodstein features a simple plan recognizer that takes the sequence of user steps as an
input and creates a tree for the process it corresponds to. It is intended to recognize only
simple plans and requires that plans are not interleaved and have steps that are totally
ordered. To do this, it uses a string parser for parsing the sequence of user actions.
4.4.4 Creating the Parser
When a process model is loaded, an attribute grammar for the process is created in extended
Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) 3. This grammar consists of a start symbol for the top-level
process, such as making a purchase. Each process definition results in the creation of at
3EBNF differs from BNF by adding the regular expressions *, +, and ?. A process step foo* stands for
zero or more occurances of foo, while foo+ stands for one or more and foo? stands for zero or one.
least one rule. A complete rule with all of the process steps is used to recognize a completed
process, while the incomplete rules with only some of the process steps are used to recognize
an ongoing process. First, one rule is created with the process symbol as the rule symbol
and the steps of the rule as the right-hand-side (RHS) symbols. Then, incomplete rules
are created with an "incomplete" process symbol and some of the end steps removed. For
example, a process with 3 steps results in the generation of one complete rule with 3 rhs
symbols, one incomplete rule with the first 2 rhs symbols and one incomplete rule with just
the first rhs symbol.
Although all processes with steps create rules, only user actions derive terminals. Web
site reactions don't derive terminals (thy're e-rules with an empty RHS) and are automat-
ically created as necessary.
4.4.5 Parsing User Actions
Woodstein maintains a representation of the history of the current process as a parse tree.
When the user performs an action, it creates tokens for the action and passes the parse
tree followed by the tokens as the input to the incremental parser. The parser reparses
the tree, breaking some of it down if necessary, and rebuilds it to include both the user's
action and the web site reaction nodes. Each node features some data known in parsing
as an attribute, in this case, a process rep. As the hierarchy is created, when a node is
created with other nodes as its children, the process rep is instantiated with the nodes' pro-
cesses as children. So when the parser sees a sequence of nonterminal nodes with the sym-
bols: "you-placed-order-with-<retailer>", "<retailer>-requested-payment-from-<bank>",
"<shipper>-delivered-order", it reduces them to a nonterminal node with the symbol "you-
purchased-from-<retailer>" and create a new "you-purchased-from-<retailer>" process rep
for the new node with the children nodes' processes as children.
4.5 How Woodstein Represents a User's Data and Processes
In the previous section we saw how Woodstein takes the user's actions and matches them
with its process models to recognize a user's plan. To do that, it instantiates its model
process reps and creates actual process reps. In this section we will pause and look more
closely at the process and data reps that it manages. In the next section, we will continue
following Woodstein's operation and see how it takes the process hierarchy it recognizes
and simulates web site reactions in response to user actions.
4.5.1 Woodstein's Representation of User Data and Processes
Woodstein creates a new representation, or "rep" object (see Figure 4-5)4, for processes
that it instantiates and user data that it tracks.
All reps have names used to describe them. Data reps receive their names when they
are created and set, while process reps inherit their names from their model process reps.
Reps have other information, in addition to their names. When a process instantiated, it
has a parent process it is a part of, if it is not the top process, and it has children, if it
is not an action. Other information is required by the particular views and we will see it
in more detail when we see how the views are constructed. The process views require that
each process have a result if it has completed or a status if it is ongoing. The data history
view requires that a rep tracks the reps used to compute it and the reps it was used to
compute. The saved page view requires that all reps refer to the saved page in which they
first appear. Finally, the debugger view requires an email address to send a user's complaint
to if the rep is found to be incorrect.
Managing reps within Woodstein's knowledgebase is greatly simplified by having a global
namespace and no more than one rep of each type. For example, the user can only engage
in one "you-purchased-from- <retailer>" action at a time since that symbol refers to at
most one process rep. This simplification imposes a serious constraint on the flexibility of
process models, however - a user cannot add two items to the shopping cart because there is
only one "you-clicked-add-to-shopping-cart" process. Due to its magnitude, this limitation
will be removed in the next version of the agent.
4.5.2 Woodstein's Representation of User Data
Woodstein represents user data managed by the web sites the user interacts with. For
instance, as a user browses a vendor's site, Woodstein keeps a record of the current contents
of the shopping cart and a history of how items were added so that the user can later revisit
these steps. Woodstein updates this record as part of simulating web site reactions to user
4def-class is a macro that expands into define-class with slots having accessors of the same name and nil
init forms
(def-class rep-class ()
(id)
(sym)
(source-page)
(owner-email)
;; parent and child reins for steps
;; shown in process history tree view (why)
(step-parent)
(steps)
;; parent and child relns for uses
;; shown in data history graph view (how)
(uses-children)
(uses-parents))
(def-class process-rep-class (rep-class)
(model-rep)
(tense)
;; the var set by the last meta action of this process
(result))
(def-class event-rep-class (process-rep-class)
(event-step)
(meta-actions)
(set-meta-action-rep))
;; a user action
(def-class action-rep-class (event-rep-class))
;; a web-site reaction
(def-class reaction-rep-class (event-rep-class))
;; these are performed by Woodstein and include setting variables, verifying data, etc.
(def-class meta-action-rep-class (event-rep-class))
;; namespace for variables is set as user and web-site actions are being recognized
(def-class var-rep-class (rep-class)
(name)
(expected-value)
(value)
(result-parent)
(set-verb 'set)
(verified))
Figure 4-5: The rep class.
actions, which we will see in the next section. It acquired data by retrieving pages for a
reaction and analyzing them, as well as by analyzing the pages the user interacts with.
User Data in Process Explanations
In addition to representing user data, Woodstein also represents some data about the user's
process. In the example, it sets the value for the retailer when the user loads the Amazin.com
front page. It sets the shipper and credit card when each are selected by the user. This data
is used when instantiating explanations. For instance, when creating an explanation for the
process "user-placed-order-with-<retailer>" with the name string "You placed order with
<Retailer>", Woodstein looks for any words surrounded by angle-brackets and looks them
up as the symbols for variables. If they are bound to a value, such as "Amazin.com", then
that value is used and the description becomes "You placed order with Amazin.com". If
not, then the angle-brackets are removed and the description remains "You placed order
with Retailer".
User Data Representation
Woodstein has a relatively simple representation for user and process data. Its knowledge-
base is a global environment in which data items are added and retrieved by their symbols.
Woodstein represents both primitive data, such as strings and quantities, as well as com-
posite data which are associative-lists that have their own environments. For instance, a
transaction amount is a number, while a transaction itself consists of a transaction amount,
a description, the posting and transaction dates and so on.
How Woodstein Finds User Data in Pages
When Woodstein analyzes a page either that it has retrieved, or that the user loaded, it
identifies any data in the page. If it doesn't have a value for the data item already, it
extracts the value in the page. For instance, it learns what the name of the current item is
when the user loads the item page for the book. Later, as it generates the process history
tree, it knows whether this item name then becomes the value for a shopping cart item,
and then an order item. If it has a value for the data item, as it does when it has an
computed value for the order item name, it compares the new value in the page with its
saved value. If they're different, it annotates the page data item as "maybe wrong". By
the time Woodstein is done analyzing a page, it has a rep corresponding to each data item
in the page.
4.6 How Woodstein Simulates and Verifies Web Site Reac-
tions and User Data
We've seen how Woodstein uses the sequence of user actions to infer the overall process the
user is engaged in. In this section we will see how, as it creates the process tree, it simulates
the steps that web sites perform, then verifies both that they've been performed and that
they produced the correct data. For example, when a user adds an item to the shopping
cart, Woodstein sees in the process tree that the next step is for the web site to update the
contents of the shopping cart. It simulates the update, and retrieves the shopping cart page
to verify that the item has been added and the order subtotal has been correctly updated.
As we saw earlier, Woodstein learns that a web site reaction has occurred when it
sees that the reaction updated a page. It knows that the web site recognizes the user's
selection of shipper only when the selected shipper appears on a page, such as the order
summary page. After parsing the user's actions to create an initial parse tree, Woodstein
uses its process models to identify the expected web site reactions. It then simulates how
the reactions process the user's data, and verifies the results when it can. It represents the
processing performed by web sites with meta-actions that are described as part of the web
site reaction step.
4.6.1 Step Meta-actions
There are two layers to Woodstein's representation of steps. Like other process reps, steps
fit into the process hierarchy and feature a model process rep, a tense and a result. Beneath
that layer is Woodstein's representation of how the step updates the user's data and how
to determine whether the update was successful. User actions set data, when a user types
text or clicks on a link, and web site reactions set data that must be verified, such as the
updated contents of the shopping cart.
Some examples of meta-actions can be seen in Figure 4-4:
0 "ws-set-shopping-cart-item" sets the "shopping-cart-item" to have the value of "current-
item-name" and the source page at which this can be verified is "retailer-shopping-
cart-page"
* "ws-set-total-price" meta-action sets the "total-price" to be the sum of "shopping-
cart-subtotal" and "shipping-charge"
* "ws-set-order" creates the "order" composite data item with the "shopping-cart-
item", "total-price", "shipping-address", "shipper", and "payment-method" data items.
4.6.2 Collecting Reactions and Simulating Meta-actions
After recognizing a new user action, Woodstein adds the action to the parse tree and reparses
creating a parse tree featuring the user's action. Immediately afterward, it performs a depth-
first traversal of the tree to identify subsequent web site reactions. It examines incomplete
process nonterminals and collects the reactions that would occur before the next user action.
It then simulates the meta-actions for these reactions, setting user data. When a meta-action
has a verification page, Woodstein retrieves the page and checks whether the data on the
page has the expected value. If so, it marks the reaction as complete and in the past tense.
If not, it marks the process as still ongoing.
When it has found and simulated all web site reactions, Woodstein re-runs the parse
with process parse tree and reactions as inputs to create a complete history of the process
including both the user's action and web site reactions.
4.7 How Woodstein Manages Views of Process and Data His-
tory
Woodstein's interface features multiple views for visualizing different aspects of web pro-
cesses.
Ordinarily, Woodstein works in the background and the only indication that it is running
is the logo it adds to the bottom right of each page it is monitoring. When the user wants
to inspect some data in the current page, clicking on the logo turns on the inspector. This
reveals buttons for the reps in the page that Woodstein identified. Clicking on a rep causes
the rep to become the "selected" rep.
Borrowing the convention from data-flow diagrams, process buttons are rounded while
data buttons are rectangular.
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4.7.1 The Saved Page View
The most important view Woodstein provides is its "saved page" view with pages loaded
and seen by either the user or Woodstein itself. Every page the user interacts with is saved
and added to the record of the user's action. Woodstein, guided by its process models, looks
for a web site reaction and retrieves the page in which its result appears. For example, after
the user adds an item to the shopping cart, it retrieves the shopping cart page featuring
the updated contents.
Although other technologies are able to capture the pages of a user's action, they only
allow searching through the sequence of pages and playing back the user's action. Only
Woodstein present the pages within the hierarchy structured by the process itself. This
allows a user to quickly "drill-down" to find a page he is looking for.
Unlike data and process reps, pages themselves aren't inspectable within Woodstein's
interface. Instead, each data and process rep has an associated "source page" in which it
appears:
Data item the saved page is the first page in which it appears
Abstract process the saved page is the help page in which it is described
User action the saved page is the page the user interacted with
Web-site reaction the saved page is the page in which the label for the set data item
appears, usually with the data item
The source page for a rep is saved soon after it is created.
4.7.2 The "What's Happening" and "Why" Process History Views
We show the user's history as a hierarchy. We expect that computer users are comfortable
with interacting with a tree and drilling down to see individual steps from their experience
in using a file browser, and it uses similar icons to show the tree.
Selecting Buttons
Navigating the process history can be overwhelming, so we chose to present only as much
information as is appropriate. Selecting a rep causes its subtree to open and its children
be revealed. On the other hand, unlike a file browser tree, outside events cause a rep
to be selected and de-selected frequently, as the user interacts with other views. Rather
than leaving it up to the user to hide unnecessary subtrees, a selected rep's subtree closes
automatically when it is deselected. Rep subtrees manually opened by the user, however,
remain open when the rep is automatically deselected.
User Data as the Status or Result of a Process
The result or status of a process is presented next to it so that the user can easily judge
whether it was successful and the data it produced was correct. A process' result is the
last data set within it, such as the transaction that results from Amazin.com requesting a
payment from Onlibank. If the process is incomplete and ongoing then the data item is its
status. In placing the order, for instance, after adding an item to the shopping cart, the
status of placing the order and of the entire purchase itself is the shopping cart subtotal
computed by summing the total prices of the items in the cart.
Although it makes sense that the transaction is the result of the payment request, for
adding an item it would seem to make more sense if the status of the order were the
list of shopping cart items. However, because the subtotal is set after the shopping cart
items are, it becomes the status. Similarly, if Amazin.com updated its website in response
to receiving the payment, then that verification would become the result of the payment
request process, and which may or may not be desirable. This is worth reconsidering, and
another approach might involve having data items that may act as a status or result either
specified or identified using heuristics.
Stepping through Processes
The process history views also supports navigating through the process history with buttons
in the top frame of the window. The user can play the process history both forward and
backward with these buttons. The user can also jump among his own steps with user-
forward and user-backward buttons. Thus the user is able to see "what was the last thing
I did before this happened?".
Each rep has a "step-parent" slot to keep track of its parent step, and a "steps" slot for
its children steps. These are set as part of creating the process history.
The "What's Happening" Process History View
Unlike the other views, the "what's happening" view is accessed when user is browsing,
outside of inspector mode. It is intended to give the user the "big picture" of the process he
is performing and where this step fits in. In the introduction, we saw how users often find
web sites confusing and it can be difficult when performing tasks to see what the next step
should be. This view provides some help for remaining oriented, although more advanced
solutions will be discussed in the chapter on future directions.
4.7.3 The "How" Data History View
The data history view, or How View, is a backward dynamic program slice presenting the
history of the computation of a value. The root of the slice is the "centered" rep which is
the first rep the user inspected. It is labelled in the diagram as the "Symptom".
Rather than show the entire slice and all of the values used to compute the centered rep
value, the tree is revealed only as the user clicks on visible leaves. Selecting a leaf causes
the reps used in its computation to be revealed. This way, the user isn't overwhelmed with
a mass of buttons when trying to understand how some data was created.
Representing the History of Data
Data history relationships among data and processes are set when data is computed. Each
data rep keeps track of the input data reps used to compute it in its "uses-children" slot.
It also sets itself to be a user of the input data reps in their "uses-parents" slots.
Limitations of the Data History View and Areas for Future Development
We also considered showing the dynamic forward program slice for a data item. That would
helpful for seeing the data that are later corrupted by an earlier incorrect rep.
The data history view only shows data items and web site reactions. It does not show a
user's actions in setting the data, nor does it enable the user to see the inputs and outputs of
an abstract process. This could be reworked to allow the user to drill-down the data history
view. For instance, he could see boxes for Amazin.com, Onlibank and Zeno's Delivery with
arrows showing the movement of data among them. The semantics and interaction structure
for this is somewhat complicated, so we leave it be developed further in the future.
The graph for the data history view is rendered in HTML, using tables. Though it is
represented as a graph, the actual output is a tree rooted at the symptom. This creates a
problem when nodes appear multiple times, as when multiple data items in the Onlibank
credit card transaction are computed from the Amazin.com order. Shared nodes like the
order appear twice in the tree. A more robust implementation of the grapher would layout
the graph and support incrementally revealing it as the user inspected farther back.
4.8 Guides the User in Diagnosing Errors
As we saw in the examples, Woodstein guides the user through the process of elimination
in both top-down and bottom-up approaches to debugging. Once the user has identified a
faulty process or data rep, Woodstein generates an email describing his process of diagnosis
to send to the appropriate customer service representative. In this section we will see how
it provides these forms of help.
4.8.1 Representations of Hypotheses
Woodstein keeps track of the user's judgements of which reps look correct and which look
incorrect. In turn, it performs the process of elimination to suggest further reps that should
be investigated. We call the set of these annotations a hypothesis.
Reps could be extended to support annotation by just adding another slot to the rep
class. However, that approach raises some problems. The user might change his mind about
a rep's correctness, so "undo" should be supported. Tracking the last annotated rep would
work for one undo step, but not allow a sequence of annotations to be undone. Distinguish-
ing between the user's annotations and Woodstein's complicates this even further. So the
current hypothesis is kept as a separate record with the sequence of both the user's and
Woodstein's annotations.
Instead of modifying rep objects directly, Woodstein maintains a linked list of "hypothe-
sis" objects that refer to the rep they hold the annotation for. The current hypothesis is the
front of the list and features the most recent annotation, whether by the user or Woodstein
itself. The end of the list is the user's original annotation.
The first time the user uses a rep button menu to note that a data rep "looks wrong"
or a process rep "looks unsuccessful", Woodstein creates a new current hypothesis. It also
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creates a current hypothesis when it fails to verify a web site reaction or when data in a
page it analyzes differs from what it expects. It also opens the debugging trail view.
4.8.2 Debugging Trail View
The debugging trail view shows information about diagnosing a problem and the user and
Woodstein's current hypothesis. Like other views, the debugging trail features a title bar
with buttons. It has an "Undo" button allowing the user to undo the last annotation and
a "Complain" button to create an email complaint, which we will discuss later. At the
top of the view display is the diagnosis history with a summary of the current hypothesis
at its list of hypothesis objects normally hidden below it. Below the history is the list of
maybe-incorrect reps that Woodstein suggests the user examine to determine the correctness
of. Finally, below that list is an area where Woodstein gives advice on how to determine
whether a rep should be marked correct. Data item reps are correct if the value looks right.
Process reps are correct if it looks like the problem started before they happened.
4.8.3 How Woodstein Identifies Maybe-Incorrect and Incorrect Reps
When the user annotates a rep, Woodstein marks the reps that caused it to be maybe-
incorrect. An incorrect process has its children marked maybe-incorrect. A data item has
the process that set it and the inputs to that process marked as maybe incorrect.
As the user examines and judges the correctness of maybe-incorrect reps, Woodstein's
simple reasoning system performs the process of elimination to determine whether any
maybe-incorrect reps should be marked as incorrect. If an incorrect process has all but one
of its child marked correct, then the remaining child must be incorrect. If the generating
process of an incorrect data item is correct, and all but one of its inputs is correct, then
the remaining input must be correct. If all inputs to the process are correct but the result
is incorrect, then the process must be incorrect.
4.8.4 How Woodstein Generates an Email Complaint
When the user has isolated the rep that caused the problem he is investigating, he can click
on the debugging trail view's "Complain" button and Woodstein automatically generates
a complaint email. In the email, Woodstein specifies that the last rep marked incorrect is
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the problem, and it outputs the current hypothesis as a sequence of incorrect and correct
annotations. In this way, it provides some help to the user in resolving the problem.
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Chapter 5
An Evaluation of Woodstein
We designed Woodstein with the intention of creating an interface that enables end-users to
see the big picture of their actions on the web. As part of this, we developed visualizations
of the user's actions and data, including a process history view. Though we focused on
presenting the processes in a simple and easy-to-understand way, we can know whether
we've succeeded only by having end-users interact with the agent.
In evaluating Woodstein, we sought to isolate and test its boldest claim. When con-
sumers have problems, they are comfortable with, or at least acquiesce to, picking up the
phone to figure out what went wrong. When they've had frustrating experiences with cus-
tomer support in the past, consumers may try to diagnose problems themselves. We believe
that the most controversial assumption embodied in Woodstein is that once end-users are
familiar with how a new tool supports visualizing, understanding and diagnosing web pro-
cesses, they will in fact be interested in using it to diagnose the problems they have on the
web. We sought to discover this by testing a set of related issues.
5.1 Experiment Hypotheses
The most important issue we had to test was whether end-users can diagnose problems more
successfully by working with the cooperation of a software agent than with the default option
- trying to diagnose the problem for a few minutes before sending an email complaint. We
hypothesized that the group which used the agent for diagnosis would be more successful,
with more participants succeeding and taking less time to succeed. To test this, we created
a scenario in which participants in both groups attempted to identify the most specific
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requirement not met for reaching some goal, in this case, for graduating. The test scenario
was described as the graduation example.
Associated with this main comparison were some additional questions about the agent
we wanted to answer. We wanted to know whether participants in the experimental group
who used the agent were satisfied with it, and whether it seemed like it would be helpful not
only for this problem, but for others they might have on the web. We asked the participants'
opinions in post-test questionnaires.
5.2 Experimental Design
Each participant attempted to diagnose a problem involving information on web pages.
Both groups used a version of the agent with some of the features deactivated. The control
group diagnosed the problem using only information from the web site and used the agent
only to send a complaint. The experimental group diagnosed the problem with the help of
the process history view and also sent a complaint through the agent's interface.
The problem involved determining why the user, in the role of a student, was not eligible
to graduate and the diagnosis required examining pages on a student account site to identify
which requirement in particular has not been satisfied.
Upon arriving, participants received a general explanation of how the agent works and
provided consent. They then answered questions about their use of the web and e-commerce,
and their programming background.
Prior to each test scenario, participants received an explanation of their support option
for the scenario. Participants in the control group were shown how to turn on the inspection
mode and use the single menu option of noting that a data item "looked wrong". This
generated an email in their email client that was sent to our test server.
Participants in the experimental group saw a live demonstration of the agent tracks the
a user's action, with the first few steps of the order example visualized in the "what's hap-
pening" view. They then saw how the "why" process history view can be used understand
the overall structure of the user's process, and revisit previously visited pages. They took
a quiz in which they started from the user's credit card transaction page and found the
item page for the purchased item, featuring both its image and price. During this quiz, the
experimenter provided some help and answered questions about how to use the agent.
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Participants in both groups then attempted to diagnose the problem. Participants in the
control group were only able to select a rep button and complain, while participants in the
experimental group could see the history of how the graduation eligibility was determined.
Participants navigated the process history view and visited pages featuring relevant data
including explanations of the requirements. The test concluded once a participant had
either found the unsatisfied requirement, or time had run out.
Scripts and other documents used for the study can be seen in the appendices.
5.2.1 Study Segment Times
Control Group:
1. Introduction, Consent and Pre-Test Questions (5 minutes)
2. Explanation: Walkthrough in Diagnosing Purchase Scenario (5 minutes)
3. Test: Diagnosing Graduation Scenario (25 minutes)
4. Post-Test Questions (10 minutes)
Experimental Group:
1. Introduction, Consent and Pre-Test Questions (5 minutes)
2. Explanation: Walkthrough in Tracking and Diagnosing Purchase Scenario Location
(20 minutes)
3. Quiz: Diagnosing Purchase Scenario Price (5 minutes)
4. Test: Diagnosing Graduation Scenario (15 minutes)
5. Post-Test Questions (10 minutes)
5.2.2 Role of Training for Experimental Group
In designing the experiment, we were concerned that the extra time spent training experi-
mental group participants to use the tool might unintentionally also train them to diagnose
problems in general more effectively. If this were the case, then any difference observed
between the groups might be attributable to this extra training. First, we tried to control
for that by using participants who have experience with web processes and who are likely
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to have already tried to diagnose and resolve problems they've had on the web. To further
address this, we trained participants in both groups to use the agent for one domain with
the purchase scenario and tested them in a completely different domain with the gradua-
tion scenario. Experimental group participants were told during training that within the
view a process is shown beside its result, but during the test they were not told that the
determination of whether the requirements were satisfied was a process consisting of sub
steps and intermediate results.
5.2.3 Type and number of participants involved
Testing included 16 participants total, 8 in each group. Participants were members of the
MIT community familiar with everyday e-commerce procedures such as online-banking,
purchasing books at Amazon, etc.
5.2.4 Method of recruitment
Participants were recruited through advertising on campus.
5.2.5 Length of participant involvement
Participants participated for approximately 45 to 60 minutes.
5.2.6 Location of the research
The research was conducted in an office at the Media Lab. The office was equipped with a
computer featuring the Woodstein agent software and a web browser. We also used software
for recording the screen and audio inputs, and email software for sending complaints to out
test server.
5.2.7 Procedures for obtaining informed consent
Participants were asked to sign a paper consent form and click-through the same form on
a web-page. This form indicated that they were aware of the circumstances of the study,
including the audio recording of conversations with the experimenter. It is included in the
appendix.
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Done
Figure 5-1: Initial state of process history view in quiz
5.2.8 Procedures to ensure confidentiality
Participants were asked general demographic data, and about their level of familiarity
with using the web, e-commerce and programming. Participants were also asked about
e-commerce related problems they may have had. No other personal information was col-
lected.
5.2.9 Quiz Details
Upon initially inspecting the transaction, the process history view appears as in Figure 5-1.
The quiz involves drilling-down through placing the order, browsing and finding the item,
as shown in Figure 5-2.
5.2.10 Test Details
Upon initially inspecting the graduation status, the process history view appears as in
Figure 5-3. The test involves drilling-down through the Institute's computation of the
student's satisfaction of requirements, as shown in Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-2: Final state of process history view in quiz
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Figure 5-3: Initial state of process history view in test
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Figure 5-4: Final state of process history view in test
5.3 Study Results
In this section we present the results.
5.3.1 Questionnaires
Participants filled out the same questionnaires both before and after interacting with the
agent.
Control Experimental
Male 3 6
Female 5 2
no answer 0 0
Table 5.1: Gender
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Control Experimental
less than 20 4 1
20to30 4 7
30to40 0 0
40to50 0 0
50to60 0 0
over 60 0 0
no answer 0 0
Table 5.2: Age Range
Code Control Experimental
less than 1 1 0 0
1to5 2 1 0
5 to10 3 2 1
10 to20 4 1 2
20 to30 5 3 2
40 and up 6 1 3
no answer 0 0
median 4.5 5
range 4 3
Table 5.3: "How much do you use the web, in average hours per week? If you use the
computer a lot and are usually online, how much do you use the computer per week?"
Control Experimental
web email (Hotmail, Yahoo! Mail) 8 8
online shopping (Amazon.com, Buy.com) 8 8
online auctions (Ebay.com) 4 5
online banking 6 4
no answer 0 0
Table 5.4: "Which of these actions have you ever done on the web?"
Control Experimental
web email (Hotmail, Yahoo! Mail) 8 8
online shopping (Amazon.com, Buy.com) 4 7
online auctions (Ebay.com) 1 2
online banking 6 4
no answer 0 0
Table 5.5: "Which of these actions do you do at least once per month on the web?"
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Control Experimental
web email (Hotmail, Yahoo! Mail) 8 7
online shopping (Amazon.com, Buy.com) 3 2
online auctions (Ebay.com) 0 0
online banking 4 2
no answer 0 0
Table 5.6: "Which of these actions do you do at least once per week on the web?"
Code Control Experimental
0 1 0 0
1 2 2 2
2 to3 3 2 4
more than 3 4 4 2
no answer 0 0
median 2.5 3
range 2 2
Table 5.7: "Have you taken any classes involving programming? If so, how many?"
Code Control Experimental
never 1 1 0
less than 1 2 1 1
1 3 3 2
2 or more 4 2 3
no answer 0 0
median 3 4
range 3 2
Table 5.8: "How many years have you programmed?"
Doing Actions on the Web
We'd like to know about people's experiences with doing actions on the web such as placing
orders, making payments, signing up for classes, and so on.
We've all had the experience of doing an action on the web and thinking that it went well,
but later finding out it didn't. Maybe you ordered something online and got something
else, or you approved some transaction that didn't happen.
Tell me about a time when you had to interact with some bureaucracy like a corporation
or government to do an action on the web. Originally, you thought it had worked, but it
didn't, and you didn't find out until later.
" First, what was supposed to happen?
" What went wrong? How did you find out about it? How did you fix it?
" What kind of help would you have liked, in recognizing that something went wrong,
or even in fixing it?
Table 5.9: Other questions asked before the test
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5.3.2 Test Results
Control Experimental
success 2 8
failure 6 0
Table 5.10: Success in selecting the correct requirement
Experimental Control
3:05 3:20 3:50 4:00 5:15 6:40 6:40 7:15 14:30 18:00
mean 5:00 16:15
standard deviation 1:40 1:45
Table 5.11: Times to select the correct requirement (in minutes and seconds)
All participants in the experimental group were successful in completing the task (Ta-
ble 5.11). Only two in the control group were successful. The participants in the exper-
imental group took about 5 minutes, while the two successful control group participants
took an average of over 16 minutes. The slowest participant in the experimental group took
half as long as the fastest participant in the control group.
Because of the small sample sizes, particularly the small number of control group par-
ticipants who were successful, and the absence of experimental group members who did
not succeed, we are unable to determine the statistical significance of this result. Thus we
interpret the results as suggestive of a difference but not proof of one.
5.3.3 After-Test Questions
Code Control Experimental
strongly agree 7 0 1
agree 6 0 3
somewhat agree 5 0 1
neutral 4 0 3
somewhat disagree 3 1 0
disagree 2 3 0
strongly disagree 1 4 0
no answer 0 0
median 1.5 5.5
range 2 3
Table 5.12: "It was easy to diagnose the graduation problem"
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Code Control Experimental
strongly agree 7 0 2
agree 6 0 4
somewhat agree 5 0 0
neutral 4 0 1
somewhat disagree 3 1 1
disagree 2 4 0
strongly disagree 1 3 0
no answer 0 0
median 2 6
range 2 4
Table 5.13: "It took the right number of steps to diagnose the graduation problem"
In responses to later questions, participants in the experimental group suggest that the
agent provide relevant information more easily (Table 5.13). However, here we see that
most agreed that the task took the "right number" of steps.
Code Control Experimental
strongly agree 7 0 1
agree 6 0 4
somewhat agree 5 0 2
neutral 4 2 0
somewhat disagree 3 1 1
disagree 2 1 0
strongly disagree 1 4 0
no answer
median
range
0 0
1.5 6
3 ,4
Table 5.14: "The steps I had to take for diagnosing the graduation problem were intuitive"
Most of the participants in the experimental group agreed that the steps for the task
were intuitive (Table 5.14).
Most of the participants in the experimental group agreed that they felt they understood
how to use the agent effectively (Table 5.15).
Notably, a majority of the participants in the experimental group agreed that they'd like
to have an agent like this for credit card problems, with half strongly agreeing (Table 5.16).
One participant in each group expressed reservations in response to a later questions. The
participant in the control group felt "uncertainty that the issue will be resolved, because
you don't have instant feedback like you do when talking to a person". The participant in
the experimental group was concerned about the privacy of one's credit card information
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Code Control Experimental
strongly agree 7 1 1
agree 6 3 4
somewhat agree 5 1 2
neutral 4 1 0
somewhat disagree 3 2 1
disagree 2 0 0
strongly disagree 1 0 0
no answer 0 0
median 5.5 6.0
range 4 5
Table 5.15: "I feel like I understand how to use the agent effectively"
Code Control Experimental
strongly agree 7 0 4
agree 6 4 2
somewhat agree 5 1 1
neutral 4 2 0
somewhat disagree 3 0 0
disagree 2 0 1
strongly disagree 1 1 0
no answer 0 0
median 5.5 6.5
range 5 5
Table 5.16: "I'd like to have an agent like this one to diagnose and resolve problems involving
my credit cards"
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and thought that this might be too much sensitive information to have on one's computer
- "I suspect that storing these kinds of things on the computer will later give strangers an
opportunity to use them".
Code Control Experimental
strongly agree 7 0 3
agree 6 3 2
somewhat agree 5 2 2
neutral 4 1 0
somewhat disagree 3 0 1
disagree 2 1 0
strongly disagree 1 1 0
no answer 0 0
median 5 6
range 5 4
Table 5.17: "I'd like to have an agent like
the graduation problem"
this one to diagnose and resolve problems like
Code Control Experimental
between 0 and 5 minutes 1 1 0
between 5 and 15 minutes 2 2 3
between 15 and 30 minutes 3 3 2
between 30 and 60 minutes 4 2 2
between 1 hour and 2 hours 5 0 0
more than 2 hours 6 0 1
median 3 3
range 3 4
Table 5.18: "Based on your experience with similar problems, how long do you think it would
have taken to diagnose and resolve the graduation problem over the phone? (Including time
spent on hold)"
With the question for Table 5.19, we wanted to discover how short the resolution with
phone support would have to be before the participant used the agent. Half of the par-
ticipants in the experimental group would have first turned to the agent if the phone call
took more than 5 minutes, all but one if more than 15. The remaining participant in the
experimental group noted that he/she did not anticipate using a agent like this one for
support in the future.
With the question for Table 5.21, we wanted to discover how short the resolution by
email would have to be before the participant used the agent. Most of the participants in
the experimental group would have first turned to the agent if they had to send more than
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Code Control Experimental
between 0 and 5 minutes 1 2 4
between 5 and 15 minutes 2 3 3
between 15 and 30 minutes 3 0 0
between 30 and 60 minutes 4 3 0
between 1 hour and 2 hours 5 0 1
more than 2 hours 6 0 0
median 2 1.5
range 3 4
Table 5.19: "Suppose you knew in advance how long it would take to diagnose and resolve
the graduation problem on the phone. How long would it have be before you would try to
use an agent like this one first? (Assume that the graduation problem was resolved after
sending the first email with the system)"
Code Control Experimental
1 email 1 0 0
2 emails 2 2 3
between 3 and 4 emails 3 4 5
more than 5 emails 4 2 0
median 3 3
range 2 1
Table 5.20: "Based on your experience with similar problems, how many emails do you
you would have had to send to diagnose and resolve the graduation problem by email?
includes emailing one person, who tells you to email someone else, and so on.)"
think
(This
Code Control Experimental
1 email 1 4 2
2 emails 2 2 4
between 3 and 4 emails 3 2 2
more than 5 emails 4 0 0
median 1.5 2
range 2 3
Table 5.21: "Suppose you knew in advance how many emails it would take to diagnose and
resolve the graduation problem. How many would it have be before you would try to use an
agent like this one first? (Assume that the graduation problem was resolved after sending
the first email with the system)"
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2 emails.
" What was the most challenging part of the problem?
" When did you feel stuck and what did you do about it?
* How do you see this as different from the normal ways of trying to diagnose similar
problems on the Web?
" What did you like about the help the agent gave you?
" What did you dislike about the help the agent gave you?
" What would you like the agent to do differently?
Table 5.22: Other questions asked after the test
The questions in Table 5.22 elicited many positive comments about the help provided
by Woodstein, as well as some concerns. Participants liked the overall approach in tracking
actions, saving pages the user interacted with and inspecting data directly:
" "The regular data turned into buttons was great."
e "I liked that it saved the pages that I viewed. Often, the secure forms for purchasing
an item get lost, or you forget what you purchased, or how much they cost. This was
a good way to organize your actions and use them as a reference for later. The ability
of the agent to turn regular data into buttons and actions was really great. It saved
a lot of time which would have been spent searching for the correct pages with the
correct information."
Some liked the hierarchically structured history and showing the results associated with
the action:
* "The agent not only remembered the entire history of the transaction, but also helped
me browse through them easily. It did so by providing me with an expandable hier-
archy of options (instead of simply flooding me with a list of URLs in chronological
order)."
e "I like that all the steps where listed and I could see very easy where the problem
was."
Some compared it positively to email and phone support:
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* "It allowed me to pinpoint the problem in one sitting, without having to email or call
people and wait for their responses."
e "It allowed for 'instant gratification'; in solving the problems. I did not have to talk
to anyone or wait for a response from them."
Participants also mentioned some shortcomings. Their main concern was that there still
may be too much information, and the agent doesn't provide enough help in sorting through
it:
" "too many things to click, with redundant information +-; too many choices to make!"
e "the mechanism for working the agent at times [presented] a bit too much information"
Participants also made specific suggestions for improvements to the agent. We will see
those discussed with other future directions in the next chapter.
5.4 User Study Summary
In the comparison of the two groups, our hypothesis stated above was confirmed. Interest-
ingly, half of the participants in the experimental group strongly felt they'd like to have an
agent like this one for their credit card transactions, and half would have used the agent to
diagnose a problem if it were to take longer than 5 minutes on the phone.
One concern about this data, however, is that all of the participants in the experimental
group had some programming experience; most had programmed for at least one year.
This suggests that the sample we selected, members of the MIT community, is not likely to
reflect the population of web-users in general. Although we intended to develop an interface
for end-users to understand processes they're involved in on the web, future testing with
subjects having less programming experience will test this more specifically.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Directions
Woodstein was developed as an agent to help end-users understand their processes online.
It was influenced by work in software agents, plan recognition, debugging, and other areas.
It represents and visualizes a user's data and actions, as well as the reactions of web sites
in providing an integrated view of web processes even when they span multiple web sites.
In evaluating it, we found that study participants who used Woodstein were more effective
in diagnosing a problem on the web than those who didn't. Half of the participants who
used the process history view strongly agreed that they'd like to have an agent like this one
for monitoring their credit card transactions, and half also would use it if they expected
diagnosing a problem over the phone to take more than 5 minutes. However, with nearly all
of the participants having some programming experience, more testing should be performed
to see whether similar results are found with non-programmers.
Our early testing of Woodstein has yielded promising results and also pointed the di-
rection to new improvements in the interface and implementation of the agent. In the next
section we will examine the suggestions of the user study more specifically. Later in the
chapter, we will look at possible improvements in other areas and for other problems.
6.1 Improvements Suggested by the User Study
The user study generated many ideas for improving Woodstein's interface. Although the
reactions of the study participants in the experimental group were positive overall, they had
many suggestions. Further, as the experimenter watched participants using the agent, he
recognized alternate ways the agent's interface could behave and talking with participants
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also yielded suggestions.
We divide the improvements into two categories. There are fixes that will be made to
the appearance of the interface. There were also more substantial changes to its implemen-
tation that may guide future development of the agent, and at least serve as problem areas
that need to be clarified. The discussion for each improvement begins with quotes by the
participants themselves, when the there was discussion of the issue.
6.1.1 Minor Changes Suggested by the User Study
The fixes included the following suggestions:
* Clarify the wording, particularly associated with accessing the views
"The menus obtained by pressing down on the buttons were mostly the same, and the
wording of the options made them not very easy to understand. So I found myself
mostly clicking on the buttons, or, if that did not elicit the desired response, choosing
the first option of the menu."
Some of the participants didn't think "why" was a particularly good fit with the
information shown in the process history view, while others felt the phrasing overall
could be improved. We originally didn't want to burden users with having to figure
out how to match their questions to the particular tool for answering it. Instead, we
want them to just select a question and be able to find the information they're looking
for. However, if the questions themselves don't clearly match the tool, then we may
want to either add an indication of the view to the question, such as "Why was this
set? (Process History)" and "How was this set? (Data History)", or just get remove
the question entirely and leave only the view description.
e Visually distinguish saved pages the user visited from pages Woodstein retrieved
"[add] something to separate the help page from the actually seen or needed pages"
Clicking on a rep button in the interface causes the relevant saved page to be shown.
However, the button itself doesn't indicate how Woodstein obtained the page. It may
be a page the user actually interacted with, a page Woodstein retrieved for a web site
reaction, or it may be a page for an abstract process that the agent retrieved for its
description of the process. The way the page was saved could be indicated by the
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appearance of the button. For instance, at the left end of a button, before its text,
there could be an icon indicating which type of page the saved page for this rep is.
* Associate colors with different data values, for instance have "no" a different color
from "yes"
"The only dislike was the visual aspect of the history. I would have liked there to
be some sort of color-coding so that I can distinguish certain levels of actions from
others. The grey buttons seemed to just blend together after a while... I think the
buttons for the history should be color-coded, so it's easier on the eyes."
Participants used the agent without the intelligent debugging support enabled so all
of the buttons were the same color of grey. Some noticed the uniformity and suggested
that the data buttons be different colors depending upon the value of the data. For
instance, "no" could be a different color from "yes". This would have been helpful for
the graduation scenario, in which the participant could instantly see the unsatisfied
requirement. More generally, it would be helpful for other rule-based processes, in
which the set of values are limited and each could have a distinct color. This would
be limited to discretely valued data, however, and wouldn't scale for data in general.
For instance, what color should an address be? Processes would also remain grey
unless they inherited the color of their status or result.
6.1.2 Major Changes Suggested by the User Study
More substantial changes were suggested either by the participants themselves, or their
actions:
* Click on data to go to its source
In the purchase scenario, the order confirmation features the book name. As the
data history view in Figure 6-1 shows, the "shopping-cart-item" data item received
its value from the "current-item-name" data item back when the user saw the page for
the book and clicked to add it to the shopping cart. That these two data items have
the same value created some confusion among participants, suggesting a different way
of navigating through the data history.
In the study, participants in the experimental group saw how to return from the
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Figure 6-1: History of "shopping-cart-item" data item.
credit card transaction page (Figure 2-1) to the order confirmation page (Figure 2-4)
in the purchase scenario. Then for the quiz, they were started at the transaction
page and asked to find the original page for the item ordered. Participants typically
returned to the order confirmation and several were observed clicking on the name of
the item, expecting to be taken back to the page for the item. The order confirmation
page features the "shopping-cart-item", however, not the "current-item-name" that
appears on the book page.
Clicking on a rep's button in the agent's interface loads the saved page for the rep. If
a user clicks on a data item in a page, and the data had appeared before on an earlier
page, the earlier page will be loaded. In the case of the purchase scenario, however,
though the value is the same, the data item with the value differs. The behavior of
the participants suggested that this could be made more clear. It does seem intuitive,
however, that clicking on a value in pages should load the previous page in which
it appeared. When a data item just copies the value of another, there should be an
easy way to jump to the previous data item without having to open the data history
view. However, it's unclear how to do this when some value is computed from multiple
values, such as with an order total that is the sum of the prices and shipping charge.
This should be explored further.
9 Allow browsing during inspection mode
"Once I got to a site close to where I wanted to be, I couldn't just [click] to the next
one since the links didn't work. As such, I had to return to the agent each time I
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slightly missed in order to find the correct page. It ought to have cached pages that
allow links rather than what is essentially a webpage that has become a word file."
"not allowing the use of links within the saved pages made for needless returning to
the agent."
The current version of Woodstein distinguishes between browsing and inspection mode
(although the "what's happening" view updates and allows saved pages to be viewed
during browsing). It was recognized that this distinction is somewhat messy and
should be either be further refined for clarity or removed entirely. During inspection
mode, the history of the process can be played back with buttons in the title bar of
the process history view. However, multiple users made the suggestion that web pages
being inspected should be live, an interesting possibility that we didn't consider. A
future version of Woodstein should take this into account and perhaps merge the two
modes, allowing users to traverse the history either by using the agent's rep buttons,
or clicking on the links to explore alternate paths.
* Include a help system
"There is no help for the agent, so I had to spend time to learn how to use it.".
Somewhat ironically, though the agent is intended to help the user understand pro-
cesses on web pages, it doesn't itself have a help system. It currently only explains
what will be the immediate result of a user clicking or selecting a menu item in the
status bar during inspection mode. A traditional help system for using the agent
could be incorporated, but there's also the possibility for more dynamic help, just as
the agent provides dynamic help for the processes and data it tracks. In particular,
the agent could perform plan recognition on the user's interaction with it and provide
help for inspection as well as browsing.
* Provide alternate ways of interacting with user data
"use 'to', 'transaction date' etc. to sort items in list (like in email) rather than be
redundant to the information in each smaller button underneath."
Some participants felt the agent should simplify how processes and data are presented,
or allow even more sophisticated means for interacting with them. They suggested
allowing the user to search through the history either to narrow down the problem,
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or just for review old actions. For instance, a user could see that something is wrong
with some data and say "I think the problem may be in something related to X". The
agent has the "how" data history view for viewing how data was set, but it wasn't
turned on for the testing.
" Automatically diagnose problem sources
"maybe there could be a program which highlights certain trouble-markers, such as
any action which received a 'no' rating."
The agent itself could play a more active role in identifying problems. We will have
more to say about this in a later section.
* Simplify how an action of setting data is associated with a goal
Some participants found it redundant that a process is described, such as "MIT checks
graduation requirements", and then has the last step of setting the data, "MIT sets
graduation requirements". One mentioned that it was strange to look at the top of
the subtree to see the description for the process and the bottom to see the last step
that set the data result. The top process shows its result data item on the right in
the process history view, however. Further, the hierarchy of processes itself matches
when they happened temporally - "MIT sets graduation requirements" must happen
after all intermediate data has been computed. However, this approach does seem
somewhat redundant, so a simpler presentation of how abstract processes will be
considered.
6.2 Help Users in Managing Business Relationships
Woodstein could be further developed to make the user's transaction data useful in other
ways, besides directly explaining to the user how a transaction has proceeded. We think
of these as tools for managing relationships with businesses, by analogy with Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) tools. They could be viewed as a component of the
debugging system, but they are also useful in their own right.
This data could be put to use whenever the user is required to provide information about
a transaction. For instance, if a user had to fill out a form on a web page requesting help
or more information, the agent could automatically identify and retrieve the relevant data
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and enter it as the default form values for the user. Not only would this ensure that the
data is correct and consistent with the rest of the transaction information, the user would
be spared the inconvenience of having to look up this information and enter it manually.
Simple facilities in Web browsers currently help you fill out forms by making available the
last entries you typed, or matching to a pre-stored form, but tracking transactions would
provide more context-sensitive prompts and completions.
As part of tracking information the user enters, Woodstein could track who knows what.
We've all experienced the hassle of having to update contact information when we've moved,
switched jobs, or experienced other changes. An agent that tracked what information we've
entered where would know exactly who needs to be updated. It would be even more helpful
if it could perform the updates automatically.
More generally, Woodstein could help a user by automatically performing common ac-
tions. A user could ask it to schedule a trip according to a set of parameters, and, with its
models of the web actions involved, it could fill out the data in web pages to buy a plane
ticket, reserve a hotel room and rent a car, while saving records of what it did, perhaps to
the user's employer for reimbursement.
6.3 Manage Contextual Information about a User's Actions
A user performs actions with intentions at an even higher level than what Woodstein rep-
resents. For example, a user might perform an action of planning a trip including buying a
plane ticket, reserving a hotel room, and renting a car. With knowledge about these actions,
the agent could also recognize that the user is scheduling a trip which sets up a context
for the charges that happen during the duration trip. Eventually, it could support the user
asking about the context of a charge, "What is this charge about?", and explaining "That
was from you trip to Florida".
6.4 Act as a Repository for the Status of a User's Debugging
Diagnosing and resolving a problem may extend over time. Though the user sent a complaint
about the incorrect graduation requirement, for instance, he has to wait until he hears back
from the institution before being sure the problem is solved. Thus it would be helpful if
Woodstein were able to support this as well, by keeping track of the associated emails, for
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instance.
6.5 Support User Training of Process Models
Woodstein requires process models and page descriptions to recognize the actions a user
performs and the pages he visits. Currently, Woodstein accepts process models customized
for a particular web site, but it may be possible to acquire them from the user himself,
perhaps through training the agent in a programming-by-example style[30]. For instance,
the user could perform a web action, highlighting and selecting data when it appears and
explaining the agent how it relates to the process and how it is computed. For example, the
user could select some text in the browser window and tell the agent, "this is the subtotal
label, this is the subtotal data", etc. Or maybe the user would put it into recording mode,
then explain the structure of the plan just performed. He could explain the sequence of his
own actions, and the expected web site reactions. In this way, the agent would learn the
process models through the user's intervention.
6.6 Support Multiple Simultaneous Actions
Multiple, interleaved user actions could require guidance from the user for recognition. For
example, a user might be just about to confirm the purchase of an item, then decide to
visit additional sites to reassure himself about purchasing that particular item. This would
require the user telling the agent "I still want to see more opinions about this" to let it
know that the user knows the purchase is incomplete and will be returned to.
Though Woodstein doesn't have the feature, it would be possible to support a user
performing multiple, distinct actions, as long as each would be associated with a differ-
ent browser window. It would keep track of each page separately and assign the actions
performed at the page to the appropriate stream for recognition.
6.7 Help User in Reasoning about Hypothetical Possibilities
One of our original design goals was to support users in thinking about hypothetical possi-
bilities involving their actions on the web. Woodstein is able to explain why actions happen,
but users should be able to see why something did not happen, as well. Part of the first
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example we saw was based on that idea: "why hasn't my order been delivered yet?", but
in order to discover the reason, the user had to look at the action and compare it with his
expectations for what was happening. An important direction for this work would be to
automatically generate explanations for why something did not happen, or why it happened
differently from what was expected. I might ask why an item didn't appear in order and
find out that it was not included because though I visited the item's page, I forgot to add it.
An agent would compare what did happen with what would have had to have happened to
generate the hypothetical case, then tell the user where the cases differ and at what point
they diverged
The agent could also help the user understand the future consequences of decisions made
now. In the example of placing an order, the agent updates the value for the shipper as soon
as the user clicks the "ship" button to confirm. Alternately, it could display the different
outcomes resulting from selecting different shippers. In the process view, the description
could appear "Zeno's Delivery will deliver item on December 26", for instance. As the user
continues and refines the order, the agent's expectations for the future could become more
specific, enabling the user to see exactly the outcome to expect. This could be invaluable
when performing actions across multiple sites, as in the case above of planning for a trip.
6.8 Integrate with the Semantic Web and Web Services
Though it is now capable of supporting minimally annotated HTML, an important priority
is for Woodstein to evolve to support the possibility of richer annotations offered by XML
and the Semantic Web. Indeed, it offers a vision of a user-centered interface to data on the
Semantic Web. XML, by allowing the data within pages to be given semantic annotations,
will undoubtedly benefit users by allowing higher-level interaction and querying. We see
our approach as complementary to this vision in providing users help in managing the data
they create and interact with as they perform actions on the Web. Though it will be nice to
know that a particular piece of text within a transaction description is a dollar amount or
date, how will the user be able to interact with this data in a meaningful way? Woodstein's
approach is unique in allowing the user to see the history of the larger process that that
data is a part of and, for example, to jump back to causally related pages where it has
previously appeared or even the page that originally set it.
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There is a growing realization of the need for business processes to be standardized
and described in a uniform manner. However, it's not enough that business processes be
standard and accessible in theory, it's also important that they be accessible in practice,
preferably in a just-in-time manner. Woodstein matches user actions with abstract business
process descriptions and is able to show the user the process their actions are a part of, as
well as the overall structure of this process. Research in software debugging has demon-
strated that showing the history of a particular execution of a process, complete with all
of the details and data, is an effective way of explaining its dynamic behavior. Further, we
expect that this approach will be useful for explaining the abstract processes themselves in
light of a particular example.
Though this approach may not benefit consumers in the near term, we expect it to be
immediately relevant within organizations. The ability for an individual within an organi-
zation to see that some data on an internal Web page is wrong, then load the inspector to
see the structure of the individual's action, as well as the particular details of the processes
triggered by the action, even if they occur elsewhere in the organization, will be invaluable.
6.9 Cooperate with Customer Support
Sometimes, it won't be possible to completely solve a problem from the user's perspective
alone, because the answer might depend on details of the process or data that are internal to
the vendor and are inaccessible by the user. In this case, he must resort to communicating
with customer support, via e-mail or phone. Even in this case, Woodstein helps the user
by summarizing his problem diagnosis process for communication by email.
We envision that a similar agent could be available to customer support representatives
(csr), so that that csr can employ a similar debugging strategy. The user's agent could
communicate automatically to the support person's agent, which could instantly access the
details of the problem, and see the investigation the user has done thus far. Valuable phone
support time would not be wasted reciting account numbers, checking and rechecking the
same sequence of possible causes, and retelling the story to different personnel when the
problem is escalated to a manager or more support people otherwise become involved. The
support person's interface could be far more detailed and customized to the business than
the general public would be willing to tolerate. Typically, the user does not want to need to
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know the details of the company's internal process, but such knowledge might be essential to
solving the problem. Like the end-user, the csr could benefit by breaking down the problem
into steps, verifying each independently, tracking the history of individual data items, and
so on - all functions that Woodstein provides.
6.10 Teach about Diagnosing Problems in General
Woodstein guides the user in isolating an unsuccessful process or incorrect data through the
process of elimination. It explains how to judge the correctness of reps in the "Debugging
Trail" view, but doesn't explain how to do diagnosis and debugging in general. General
strategies for diagnosing problems could be accessible through a help system.
6.11 Maintain and Share Histories of Problematic Data and
Processes
Woodstein could also provide the user more help regarding individual processes and data.
It assumes that process models include email addresses to complain to about each rep, but
there is a possibility for process models to specify some information for each rep about
how to diagnose any possible problems involving it, or its history of problems in the past.
This information could even be shared among users, so that if many users discover that
the default shipping option for purchases at Amazin.com may cause problems later. When
the user first asks why his item hasn't arrived, the agent could suggest possible problems
including this one. This information could even be fed back into the agent's functionality
for explaining the results of a user's choices. Before confirming the shipment method, the
agent could warn the user that other users have had problems when accepting the default
shipper. This peer-to-peer annotation of processes would be parallel to the peer-to-peer
annotation of pages once provided by the now-defunct Third Voice [44] in which users could
leave Post-It style notes with comments for other users on a third-party's web page.
6.12 Visualize Other Systems
Woodstein was designed as a tool for end-users to visualize their web actions. It is general
enough to visualize other systems, however. It can be used to inspect the history and status
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of systems that generate information formattable as web pages, and whose behavior can be
described using its simple models. For instance, a system's various logs might be viewed
as pages and could be traversed by looking at the semantic relationships among data in
different logs, allowing the user to see how a change in one subsystem affected others. With
appropriate process descriptions, Woodstein could explain how the different processes that
generate the information in the logs occurred.
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Appendix A
User Study Recruitment Poster
We recruited participants by posting the flyer in Figure A-1 around the MIT campus.
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Make up to $10 in less than an hour!!
and
Try out a Next-Generation Interface to the Web!!
Participate in a study at the MIT Media Lab on diagnosing e-commerce problems.
Requires some familiarity with e-commerce, such as online shopping or banking.
Takes under an hour.
SIGN UP SOONI at agents.media.mitedu/study
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Appendix B
User Study Introduction and
Consent Form
The front of the introduction and consent form signed by participants follows. The back is
different for the control and experimental group participants and appears afterwards.
B.1 Introduction and Consent Form Front
Woodstein User Study - Introduction and Consent Form
Woodstein User Study
Introduction
You may be familiar with Clippy, the Microsoft Paperclip. It is an example of a software
agent that works in the user interface, though often, it isn't very helpful. We're focused
on improving software agents to make them more pro-active in helping people in using
the computer, without being so distracting. In particular, we are looking at how an agent
working with the web browser can help people better understand what happens with their
online actions.
The agent that we will be testing is called Woodstein. It monitors the pages a user
visits in order to provide more information about the actions those pages are a part of,
particularly when something goes wrong. We will be comparing the effectiveness of the
support provided by the agent with the effectiveness of support provided by email-based
customer support, an increasingly common way to get help for web transactions.
Consent Form
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0-4 NO,
Participation in this activity is voluntary and completely anonymous. If you are un-
comfortable with any question, you may decline to answer it. You may choose to withdraw
your consent, and discontinue participation in this activity at any time without prejudice.
We want to find out whether using the software seems natural to users, and we'd like
to find out what needs improvment. To determine these things, the experimenter will ask
you to describe what you're thinking as you work on the scenario, asking what you expect
to see, and what you expect the software to show. We will record what's happening on
the screen for these interactions, as well as the audio of the conversation. You may listen
to the recording or edit it if you choose. These recordings will only be heard by the head
experimenter, Earl Wagner, his assistant, Hyunsuk Kim, and his advisor, Henry Lieberman.
They will be deleted when the research is complete or within 6 months.
B.2 Introduction and Consent Form Back for Control Group
The study will consist of the following parts:
1. Introduction, Consent and Pre-Test Questions (5 minutes)
2. Explanation: Walkthrough in Diagnosing Purchase Scenario (5 minutes)
3. Test: Diagnosing Graduation Scenario (20 minutes)
4. Post-Test Questions (10 minutes)
By agreeing to this form you become a consenting participant. You will also have this
consent form printed-out. Any inquiries concerning the procedures should be directed to:
Earl Wagner - ewagner@media.mit.edu - 617-253-5334
You may also contact the Chairman of the Committee on the Use of Humans as Exper-
imental Subjects, M.I.T. 253-6787, if you feel you have been treated unfairly as a subject.
I agree to the procedures of this activity
B.3 Introduction and Consent Form Back for Control Group
The study will consist of the following parts:
1. Introduction, Consent and Pre-Test Questions (5 minutes)
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2. Explanation: Walkthrough in Tracking and Diagnosing Purchase Scenario Location
(20 minutes)
3. Quiz: Diagnosing Purchase Scenario Price (5 minutes)
4. Test: Diagnosing Graduation Scenario (15 minutes)
5. Post-Test Questions (10 minutes)
By agreeing to this form you become a consenting participant. You will also have this
consent form printed-out. Any inquiries concerning the procedures should be directed to:
Earl Wagner - ewagner@media.mit.edu - 617-253-5334
You may also contact the Chairman of the Committee on the Use of Humans as Exper-
imental Subjects, M.I.T. 253-6787, if you feel you have been treated unfairly as a subject.
I agree to the procedures of this activity
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Appendix C
User Study Explanation Script
C.1 Script for Walk-through
1. The Experimenter asks:
We're going to see some of how Woodstein works with an example. Woodstein tracks
what I'm doing online and matches the steps I take to its models for a processes, like
it's model of how a purchase happens. I'm going to go ahead and start making a
purchase, to show you how it works. But don't worry, it's only connecting with our
simulated web site, Amazin.com
2. The Experimenter loads the order example.
3. The Experimenter says:
I'm loading the web site for Amazin.com, and the first thing you notice is that Wood-
stein added a watermark image to the page. That lets me know it's monitoring this
page. I can also press down on it to bring up a menu. I want to find out what it knows
about what I'm doing right now, so I'll ask it. I'll ask it "what's happenening?".
4. The Experimenter selects "what's happening?" (Figure 2-11).
5. The Experimenter says:
The agent creates a pop-up window that tells me what it knows about what I'm
doing (Figure 2-12). Up here in the grey, I can see a simple description - I saw the
Amazin.com front page. It also shows what I'm doing at more and more specific
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detail. It shows the overall process that I'm triggering, a purchase. It also shows that
I'm doing the first part of that - I'm placing an order. The first step of placing an
order is browsing. And finally, the first step of that is me loading the Amazin.com
front page.
I'm going to go ahead and check out this recommendation it has for me. So I click on
it.
6. The Experimenter clicks "The Very Hungry Caterpillar" (Figure 2-13)
7. The Experimenter says:
You see that the "what's happening" window updates (Figure 2-14). It added some
more steps: that I clicked "The Very Hungry Caterpillar", and that I saw the page
for "The Very Hungry Caterpillar" as part of finding an item. So already, we can see
how it's using it's models of what happens in a purchase process to help organize my
action of purchasing something online. This is compared to what you'd get from the
browser, a linear history which just shows the list of pages you visited that you can't
even go back to to see saved versions of.
One thing that's helpful that Woodstein does is it saves every page I interact with.
You can imagine that's helpful for accessing an old page like an order confirmation.
All of these steps are buttons that I can inspect. Just as an example, I can click on the
step "You clicks on 'The Very Hungry Caterpillar"', and see the page that Woodstein
saved for it. I can even see the exact thing I interacted with, the link that I clicked on.
So what we're seeing here is that even while I'm in the middle of an action, in this case
making a purchase, I can jump back to previous points and see the pages I interacted
with. If you've ever tried clicking on "back" while browsing a site and doing an action
like a purchase, you know that sometimes web sites get really confused. This avoids
that because rather than clicking on back, I'm just taking a look at a previous page
that Woodstein saved.
8. The Experimenter asks if there are any questions and answers them.
9. The Experimenter says:
OK. Let's take a look at this structured history again. You can see that all the nodes
that are deepest in are steps that I took - You saw page, You clicked, You saw page. In
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addition to saving copies of the pages I interacted with, it also found relevant pages.
It found pages related to these abstract processes that it inferred are happening.
I can even click on one of these processes to see the relevant page describing it. Suppose
this were the first time I was placing an order and I wanted to find out more about
how it works. I could click on the button "You are placing order" to see the page
Woodstein retrieved that describes it.
10. The Experimenter clicks "You are placing order at Amazin.com" (Figure 2-15).
11. The Experimenter says:
OK, great. Here I see that it retrieved a help page that explains how to place an
order. Notice that the process I'm looking at right now looks pressed in. That's
because that's the button I've selected. It's the one I'm inspecting right now. Also
notice that when we have the "saved page" view and the "what's happening" views
side-by-side, and I move the mouse over the different steps described in the "saved
page" view, the corresponding steps are highlighted in the what's happening view. So
I start with "Placing An Order", then I move to "Browsing", then "Finding Items".
Down here, when I mouse over "Adding Items to Shopping Cart", I can see on the
status bar for the "saved page" view that that's something Woodstein's expecting,
but that I haven't done yet.
We can also click on any of the buttons in this view, so, for instance, if I wanted to
inspect the "Browsing" step, I could click that. That loads Woodstein's saved page
view for the "Browsing" process, and also highlights the "Browsing" process in the
"what's happening" view.
Let's continue with placing the order. I want to buy this item, so I click "Add to
Shopping Cart" in the browsing page. This page from the Amazin.com web server
updates to say that the item is in my shopping cart. I can also see what Woodstein
found in the "what's happening" view. The first thing we see is that it has added
more steps. I can see that it saw me click on the button, and also that it realized that
Amazin.com did some things too. It set the shopping cart item, and the shopping
cart subtotal. These are steps that Amazin.com took that Woodstein is also tracking.
It was able to recognize that I was adding an item to my shopping cart, and go and
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retrieve the shopping cart page to get the updated list of items and subtotal. We can
see that now when I click on "Amazin.com set shopping cart subtotal". Woodstein
shows me the page it retrieved and saved with the shopping cart information.
I can also see that there's more information about this order in the "what's happening"
view. Over here on the right, underneath "Your Data", I can see that Woodstein is
starting to keep track of my data related to this purchase. So far, it knows about the
the shopping cart item and subtotal. You can see that for each step by Amazin.com,
the result is some data that Woodstein is tracking. Also, the current status of a
process is the last data created for it. So in this case, the result of "You added item
to shopping cart" is the subtotal. That trickles all the way up to being the status for
the purchase.
12. The Experimenter asks if there are any questions and answers them.
13. The Experimenter answers any questions.
We're going to jump ahead and examine this purchase from the perspective of after
it's happened.
14. The Experimenter loads the purchase scenario (Figure 2-1).
15. The Experimenter says:
This is where we're going to be doing things related to what you'll do for the quiz
and test, so I'll turn the mouse over to you now. Imagine we placed the order with
Woodstein a while ago and now we're looking at this charge on the credit card and
we want to find out more about this purchase. Let's say we want to find out what the
item is. Before we saw how Woodstein is able to show what it's tracking. Now we'll
see how it lets you inspect data in pages that you want to find out more about. Go
ahead and click on the watermark image.
16. The Experimenter says:
Before we get farther into this example, I'd like to go over a few points for you. When
you go on the web, you see data, like prices, quantities and addresses. You also do
actions, like clicking on a button to add an item to your shopping cart. The web site
also does an action, it goes ahead and adds the item to your shopping cart. You can
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think of the entire process of making a purchase online as consisting of actions like
those, involving data like the items you order, the shipping address, and so on.
Woodstein watches for all of these things, both data and actions, and the pages that
they're associated with. When you click on a button to add an item to your shopping
cart, it saves the page and keeps track of what you clicked. When the web site updates
your shopping cart, Woodstein goes and retrieves a copy of your shopping cart page
and keeps track of the website's action. A process takes data items as inputs and
creates a data item as a result.
Woodstein has an inspector mode that you turn on by clicking the watermark. It
converts all data and names for processes in pages to buttons. Buttons for data items
are rectangular, and the buttons for processes are rounded.
Notice how when you move the mouse over the buttons, the status bar at the bottom
of the browser window updates.
17. Experimenter points to status bar
It tells you the name of the data item or process you're looking at. In this page we
can see that there are data items like the amount and transaction number. Above
them, the label is also a button. Move the mouse over the number for the amount,
then the word "amount".
18. Subject moves mouse over price amount and price label.
As we can see, the number is the data item, and the label stands for the process that
sets it. Notice that the process that sets some data has the data name in quotes. A
data item is the result of a process.
The buttons let you inspect the data and processes directly. You let the agent know
what you are interested in finding out by interacting with a button. Everything that
looks like a button can be inspected. There are two ways to inspect a button. Clicking
on it selects it as the button you're inspecting. You can also press down on the mouse
button, and a menu with options comes up. Go over to the actual number for the
transaction. Press the left mouse button down until a menu comes up, and don't let
go yet.
19. Subject presses down on Order # button (Figure 2-2).
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Its menu has a few options. You can ask "how it was set" and "why it was set". Each
question creates a separate pop-up window, either the "how" view or the "why" view.
Let go of the mouse button while over the "why" question.
20. Subject selects "why" question (Figure 2-3).
The why view shows why something happened by showing where it fits in the overall
history of the action. It gives a short explanation at the top grey area. In the display
area below, it has the processes on the left and my data on the right.
On the left are just the process names. On the right, notice how the data items have
the name of the data on the left, then a colon, then the value of the data. Here
we see that the value for the shipment location is Philadelphia. On the right is my
information that's either a result of a process, or the last data item set within it.
So, in this case, since the last data item created for my purchase was the shipment
location, that's the current status for the whole process.
Processes involve steps, and, for instance, the first step of making a purchase is placing
an order. When the steps of the process are hidden, the box is a plus, like usual on
Windows. When they're shown, the box is a minus. Go ahead and click them open
and closed. No box means that there isn't any more detail. For right now, click these
boxes open.
21. Subject clicks processes opened.
22. The Experimenter says:
Let's go back to the original order action, what we started to create in the last example.
We can access Woodstein's record of the order by inspecting the order action. Let's
just inspect the order confirmation, which will take us back to the page where the
order confirmation was created. You can inspect another button by clicking on it, so
click on the order confirmation button.
23. Subject clicks order confirmation button.
24. The Experimenter says:
A new view opens up. When ever a process happens, or a data item is set, Woodstein
records the page that shows it. Woodstein shows us the saved pages in its saved page
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view. Here we can see the original order confirmation that resulted just after placing
the order, and we can see the item that was ordered.
25. The Experimenter says:
Great! Let's review. Woodstein keeps track of data items and processes, and the
pages in which they appear. We can ask "why" something happened to get its "why"
view which shows where the thing fits into the overall history of the action.
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Appendix D
User Study Quiz and Test Scripts
D.1 Script for Price Quiz
Now we want you to have a chance to practice using the system. In the quiz scenario, we
go back to the credit card charge. Imagine you're looking at this charge and it looks like
the price is too high. You thought the book cost less than it says here. Now you want to
go back and see how much it was that the book was discounted. To do that, go back to the
page for the book before you added it to the shopping cart.
Great! Let's try something new. Let's say we found that the price was wrong. Then we
could inspect it and complain. Try selecting "Looks Wrong". That automatically generates
an email that we can send. That just goes to our test server, so let's go ahead and send
that.
D.2 Script for Graduation Test
In the test scenario, imagine you're a graduate student, here at MIT, and you're getting
your master's of science degree. You're getting ready to graduate and you know you've
satisfied all the requirements. You've taken all your classes and you took care of your
thesis. But you know that sometimes MIT's computers get messed up, or information isn't
entered correctly. Now you're looking at your degree audit page and it looks like you're not
eligible to graduate. You want to find out why.
When you're dealing with a large organization, you can set up an appointment to talk
to somebody, or wait in line. We want to avoid that as much as possible. We'd like to
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try to narrow down the exact requirement that they messed up on, so we can complain to
exactly the right person. Once you've narrowed down the incorrect requirement as much as
possible, we'll complain. We don't have to worry about how they'll fix it, we just want to
find out the most specific process or data that went wrong. Assume that the same person
is responsible for the process of entering the data for the requirement, and the data item
itself.
D.3 Acceptable Guidance for Graduation Test
" "Remember we want to narrow down the requirement as much as possible."
e "Assume that the same person is responsible for the process of entering the data for
the requirement, and the data item itself."
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Appendix E
Frequently Asked Questions about
Woodstein
1. Q. Why would anyone ever want to "debug" e-commerce processes?
A. Have you ever looked at an unfamiliar charge on your credit card and wanted to
know what item it paid for, or where the item is now? Either of these can be found
within two clicks after turning on Woodstein's inspector - see section 2.2 on page 25.
2. Q. But it doesn't sound like Woodstein helps with debugging, it just sounds like it
helps with problem diagnosis.
A. Indeed, the focus of Woodstein so far has been on problem diagnosis; see section 3.6
on page 74. Although we've implemented good support for diagnosing problems, the
support for resolving problems is less robust and is an area for future work.
3. Q. Yeah, but is Woodstein really something that people would want to use?
A. A majority of the people we asked who used Woodstein agreed that they'd like
to have it to help with their own credit card transactions and problems that arise.
In fact, half of the people we asked strongly agreed that they'd like to use it. See
section 5.3.3 on page 112.
4. Q. What about security? Won't it be a bad idea for an agent to be saving my
passwords and account info?
A. Woodstein is implemented as a web proxy that runs on your computer; see sec-
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tion 4.3.2 on page 80. Saving information with it is no worse than saving user-names
and passwords for your accounts with Internet Explorer or Netscape.
5. Q. What does the agent do exactly? Will it buy anything or do anything else I don't
want?
A. The agent only gathers information by logging into accounts, checking pages, and
so on. It just retrieves pages in creating a detailed record for your action, and provide
an integrated view of your data even when they span multiple sites. It only retrieves
data when it wants to check to make sure that the web site is reacting to your actions
appropriately (see section 4.6 on page 94). For example, when you add an item to
your shopping cart, it makes sure the web site updates the shopping cart correctly.
6. Q. Where are the descriptions of the processes located?
A. They are located on the your computer, as is the agent. If this were a product,
the agent could receive updated models for processes and pages either as you browse,
or at periodic intervals.
7. Q. Does it take up a lot of space to store all those web pages?
A. Not really, especially if they're just saved as text. A larger page, such as an item
description page on the actual Amazon.com site might be around 50 KB. A megabyte
of disk can hold 20 pages like those, and a gigabyte can hold 20,000. If it saved just
the pages the user interacts with securely (via secure http, https), it would take a
long time to fill a gigabyte.
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